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Abstract 

Information problems in health care and the multifaceted nature of hospital quality 
complicate hospital choice. Online reviews provide an accessible, salient means through 
which researchers and health care decision-makers can gather information about a 
hospital’s quality of care, and given their increasing popularity, these measures may 
afect hospital choice and may have implications for hospital prices. Using the universe 
of hospital Yelp reviews and inpatient claims data for elective procedures in Florida 
from 2012 through 2017, we exploit exogenous variation in online hospital ratings over 
time to identify the efect of online reviews on hospital choice. We fnd that among 
admissions for elective, inpatient procedures, patients are willing to travel between 
5 and 30 percent further to receive care from a hospital with a higher Yelp rating, 
relative to other hospitals in the market. We also fnd evidence that higher ratings 
translate into higher commercial payments from insurers, albeit with relatively modest 
magnitudes. Our results indicate that novel, accessible sources of quality information 
have the potential to afect health care decisions, with potential downstream efects on 
health care prices. 
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1 Introduction 

Information problems complicate decision making processes, particularly in the context of 

complex products and services. One such service is hospital care, where difculties in mea-

suring and communicating quality and other characteristics result in incomplete information 

among patients and even health care providers. Government initiatives including websites 

and provider report cards attempt to improve upon the paucity of quality information, but 

they may not encompass the breadth of features of care relevant to hospital choice (Dafny 

and Dranove, 2008; Dranove and Sfekas, 2008; Jin and Sorensen, 2006). When selecting a 

hospital, decision makers may value clinical and non-clinical aspects of care, and if existing 

measures are incomplete, then metrics that provide new and relevant information or present 

existing information in a more accessible way may afect hospital choice (Dranove and Jin, 

2010; Cutler, 2011; Garthwaite et al., 2020). Online review platforms ofer one such source 

of information (Ranard et al., 2016). 

In this paper, we examine the efects of online reviews on hospital choice. We do so 

using rich inpatient claims data and online Yelp reviews from 2012 through 2017. During that 

time, Yelp was a particularly popular site for hospital reviews, with hospital profles on the 

platform growing ten-fold from 2010 to 2018, representing nearly 50% of all general acute care 

hospitals by year-end 2018. Yelp also provides a compelling source of exogenous variation for 

causal inference. The star ratings presented on the platform are an average of the prior user 

reviews, rounded to the nearest half-star. We use this rounding to construct an instrument 

for the percentile rank of a hospital’s star rating in its respective market. We capture hospital 

choice using Florida inpatient claims data for planned or elective procedures—namely labor 
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and delivery, and orthopedic surgery—because these patients are presumably better able to 

shop for a hospital than those with urgent or emergency admissions. We then estimate a 

discrete choice model using a control function approach, where patient utility depends on a 

hospital’s star rating relative to others in the market, among many other factors. We discuss 

details and the motivation of our identifcation strategy in more detail in Section 3. 

We fnd that online reviews meaningfully afect hospital choice. Specifcally, we fnd 

that labor and delivery patients are willing to travel an additional 0.68 miles for a standard 

deviation increase in percentile rank of hospital star ratings, which is approximately a half-

star increase. With an average distance of 8.8 miles among these patients, this represents 

a 7.7% increase in willingness to travel. We similarly fnd that orthopedic surgery patients 

are willing to travel 4.4 more miles, which is 33.9% further for a standard deviation increase 

in rating. The diferent magnitudes between these two results correspond to the nature 

of labor and delivery in contrast to orthopedic surgery, with orthopedic surgery patients 

travelling farther distances for inpatient stays on average. The results for both procedures 

are robust to alternative specifcations and diferent market defnitions. Falsifcation analyses 

that estimate the model in the context of emergency department admissions fnd null results, 

which indicates that the main fndings are not simply spurious and lends further confdence 

to the conclusion that online reviews afect hospital choice. 

We then extend our analysis to consider the efect of online reviews on hospital prices. 

In a bilateral negotiation between insurers and hospitals, it follows that any infuence of 

online reviews on demand should also infuence hospital pricing. We evaluate this theo-

retical prediction by pairing hospital Yelp ratings with estimated hospital prices from the 
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Healthcare Cost Report Information System (HCRIS).1 Due to the inherent limitations of 

our pricing and claims data, we cannot estimate the efects of ratings on hospital choice and 

prices as part of a single bargaining model. Instead, we examine the efects of ratings on 

prices separately from the analysis of ratings and choice, where we again exploit the nature 

of the Yelp rating algorithm to construct an instrument for a hospital’s reported star rating 

in each year. With this instrumental variable strategy, we fnd that higher-rated hospitals 

are subsequently able to increase negotiated payments with commercial insurers. The mag-

nitudes of our estimates are relatively small but reasonable given our demand estimates, 

empirical setting, and the existing literature. Our fndings are also robust to several empir-

ical concerns, including violations of the exclusion restriction; the presence of price outliers; 

and alternative specifcations that include or exclude hospital fxed efects and controls for 

other measures of hospital quality from Hospital Compare. 

In identifying these causal relationships, our analysis contributes to the growing litera-

ture on the efect of information disclosure in health care.2 We fnd empirical evidence that 

online reviews afect hospital choice, which supports the notion that health care decision-

makers are responsive to accessible, aggregate, patient-driven measures of quality (Chandra 

et al., 2016; Varkevisser et al., 2012; Dranove and Jin, 2010; Dafny and Dranove, 2008; Dra-

nove and Sfekas, 2008; Jin and Sorensen, 2006). Studies of health care report cards fnd that 

providers with higher reported quality have increased market share and that this form of 

quality disclosure is informative to consumers (Cutler et al., 2004; Jin and Sorensen, 2006; 

1We follow Dafny (2009) in our derivation of a price estimate from the HCRIS data. This estimate 
approximates the average non-Medicare insurance payment to a hospital for an inpatient stay. For brevity, 
we refer to this measure simply as “price” throughout. 

2For a detailed summary of this literature across various industries, including health care, refer to Dranove 
and Jin (2010); this article covers both theoretical predictions and empirical analyses of quality disclosure. 
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Dafny and Dranove, 2008; Bundorf et al., 2009). Our analysis both lends support to those 

existing fndings and provides new evidence on the efects of a novel source of information— 

online reviews—on hospital choice and subsequently hospital pricing. 

Other studies highlight the difculty in measuring and communicating hospital quality, 

and note that people are more responsive to overall ratings and measures of patient sat-

isfaction as opposed to granular clinical measures (Dranove and Sfekas, 2008; Romley and 

Goldman, 2011; Scanlon et al., 2002; Pope, 2009; Chandra et al., 2016). For example, exist-

ing hospital quality measures consist primarily of process, outcome, and patient experience 

of care metrics. Process of care measures capture the extent to which the hospital treats its 

patients based on the best-known standards of care, whereas outcome of care measures com-

municate the results. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) collect these 

data for hospitals that receive Medicare payments. CMS also measures patient experience 

of care through the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems 

(HCAHPS) survey, which collects information from hospital patients following an inpatient 

stay. Relatively recently, CMS sought to improve hospital quality disclosure through its web-

site,“Hospital Compare,” which made its various hospital quality measures publicly available 

and aggregated the measures into overall star ratings. However, industry concerns about the 

methodology behind the aggregate star ratings thwarted these eforts, and as such, it was not 

a consistently viable source of information over the sample period for this study (American 

Hospital Association, 2016, 2017).3 The inconsistent availability of this information limits 

3In November 2020, CMS announced that they would aggregate each of their independent 
“Compare” platforms into a single quality compare site titled “Care Compare.” During the tran-
sition, CMS noted that they would not update the star ratings for hospitals until July 2021. 
See https://www.aha.org/news/headline/2020-11-12-cms-will-not-update-hospital-star-ratings-quality-data-
january. 
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its potential to inform hospital choices. 

Other eforts, such as hospital report cards and U.S. News and World Report ratings, 

work to synthesize and communicate clinical quality and HCAHPS patient satisfaction mea-

sures more accessibly. Pope (2009) shows that the U.S. News and World Report ratings 

do afect hospital choice; however, such overall ratings may not address all of the relevant 

features of hospital care because they are limited to clinical quality measures and structured 

survey instruments.4 In the case of hospital report cards, Dranove and Sfekas (2008) argues 

that other studies fnd mixed results on the efect of report cards because they do not always 

disclose novel information. Romley and Goldman (2011) fnds that non-clinical dimensions 

of the hospital experience impact hospital demand, but those features are not included in 

the existing metrics.5 Additionally, these metrics report lagged quality information, which 

creates a notable barrier for decisions-makers who want to include timely information in 

their choice criteria. 

Ultimately, our understanding of hospital quality disclosure is based on the prevailing 

measures that paint a fragmented picture of the hospital experience, thereby perpetuating 

the information problems that plague this market. This speaks to the potential importance 

of measures that provide novel, accessible, and relevant information on hospital care. To the 

extent that online reviews embody these characteristics, they are positioned to provide valu-

able information to the hospital selection process. Indeed, existing research fnds that online 

4See https://health.usnews.com/health-care/best-hospitals/articles/faq-how-and-why-we-rank-and-rate-
hospitals. 

5Conversely, there is a growing literature on the response to increased cost sharing in health care, which 
fnds that patients do not shop for lower-cost providers (Brot-Goldberg et al., 2017; Desai et al., 2017; 
Mehrotra et al., 2017; Chernew et al., 2018). This indicates that forms of disclosure need to address relevant 
dimensions of care to afect choice and that demand responses in health care will likely be limited to novel 
quality information on non-clinical aspects of care. 
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reviews provide new information, addressing numerous dimensions of care not captured in 

the HCAHPS survey and highlight the potential for online reviews to speak to aspects of 

care that are relevant to decision-makers (Ranard et al., 2016).6 Even if hospital reviews 

do not provide new information, they could afect choice if they make information more 

accessible. In health care, we can think of accessibility as both the disclosure itself and the 

ability of decision-makers to interpret the information once disclosed. Hospital reviews may 

make information more accessible in multiple ways. They disclose quality on a platform that 

is likely more familiar than the outlets used to communicate formal quality metrics, they 

can be updated in real time, and they mirror traditional “word-of-mouth” communication, 

which has been shown to afect hospital choice (Dellarocas, 2003; Moscone et al., 2012). Fur-

ther, online reviews—and more specifcally Yelp reviews—make information more accessible 

through aggregate star ratings and narratives of the patient perspective of care, which are 

poised to afect hospital choice. 

A natural extension of our hypothesized efect on demand is an efect on hospital prices, 

yet we are not aware of any studies that directly examine the efect of quality information 

on prices for health care services.7 One likely explanation for this gap in the literature is 

the aforementioned difculty in defning and measuring hospital quality information which 

would tend to depress any estimated efects of such measures on price (Dranove and Jin, 2010; 

Romley and Goldman, 2011; Ranard et al., 2016). Our analysis makes a novel contribution 

in this area. Further, in examining the efects of ratings on prices, our study contributes 

6Online reviews are imperfectly correlated with HCAHPS ratings and show little to no correlation with 
clinical quality measures, which emphasizes that these metrics likely communicate novel information (Bar-
dach et al., 2013; Howard and Feyman, 2017; Campbell and Li, 2018; Perez and Freedman, 2018). 

7The supplemental material provides a formal theoretical framework in which to analyze the relationship 
between information disclosure and prices. 
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to the broader literature on hospital pricing, much of which focuses on the role of hospital 

mergers or hospital acquisitions of other providers (Lin et al., 2020; Schmitt, 2018; Lewis and 

Pfum, 2017; Dafny, 2009; Capps et al., 2003; Gaynor and Vogt, 2003). Our contribution is 

to highlight another likely avenue by which hospitals can increase prices. 

While economic theory predicts that decision makers will respond to information dis-

closure, in an opaque market such as health care, this is ultimately an empirical question. 

Online reviews possess characteristics that, in theory, should allow them to provide clarity 

to the decision making process, but in the absence of empirical evidence, that relationship 

is uncertain. Our analysis informs this open question, demonstrating that online reviews 

afect hospital choice, and subsequently, hospital prices. Given the signifcant eforts from 

the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to provide relevant and accessible quality 

information on health care providers, understanding the potential efects of such information 

on hospital demand and the afordability of health care services is critical for future policy 

in this area. 

2 Data 

Our analysis on the efect of online reviews on hospital choices relies on two main sources of 

data. Online review data come from the rating platform, Yelp, which is well-suited for this 

analysis due to its popularity over the study period. Data on hospital choices come from 

Florida inpatient claims, which we limit to elective admissions for specifc medical needs 

(namely, labor and delivery, and orthopedic surgery). The study also incorporates data 

from the American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey—the most comprehensive 
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source of data on hospital characteristics—along with additional hospital features and quality 

measures from CMS. The following subsections frst describe the data sources independently 

and then detail the fnal combined datasets used in our examination of hospital choice. 

2.1 Online Reviews 

Yelp has been a popular outlet for crowd-sourced information on various services and busi-

nesses over the past decade. Yelp launched in 2004 and within three years amassed one 

million reviews.8 The platform continued to gain popularity through the 2010s, and while 

Google is now the most commonly used review site, Yelp appears to have been the most 

prominent source of online review information during the study period, which begins in 2012 

and ends in 2017.9 

A hospital appears on Yelp once its profle has been established, which can be done by 

a user, or a hospital, or a Yelp employee. Users may then review the hospital by leaving a 

star rating of 1 through 5 and a narrative comment. Both a star rating and a comment are 

required to post a review. Only users registered on Yelp may leave a review, but anyone can 

view them either through a search engine or looking directly on the site. When a visitor 

arrives to the site, they frst see a summary of the hospital, which includes the number 

of reviews, an aggregate star rating, and other location and contact information. They 

can then click on the hospital to go beyond the summary and view each review that the 

hospital received. Yelp’s algorithm determines the order in which reviews are presented, and 

it only presents reviews that are not deemed fraudulent. Any reviews identifed as spam or 

8See https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2011/07/infographic-the-incredible-six-year-
history-of-yelp-reviews/242072/. 

9See https://www.reviewtrackers.com/reports/online-reviews-survey/. 
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inauthentic are not included in the aggregate star rating and are available separately under 

the link “other reviews that are not currently recommended.” The reviews were collected 

using web scraping methods to compile a dataset that consists of the date, the star rating, 

the review narrative, and the user ID for all of the hospital reviews on Yelp through year-end 

2018.10 

Using the star ratings from each of these reviews, we construct the aggregate rating for 

a hospital at any given point in time. The aggregate rating that a visitor would see is the 

average of a hospital’s star ratings rounded to the nearest half-star. We refer to this value 

as the “observed” rating, and it takes on values between 1 and 5 in half-star increments. 

For example, a hospital with three ratings (1, 4, and 5 stars) has an average rating of 3.33, 

but the observed rating is 3.5 stars. Note that the underlying average rating is not directly 

observable to the visitor to the site, and therefore, the transformation of this average value 

to the nearest half-star provides plausibly exogenous variation to observed hospital ratings. 

We limit the Yelp reviews to hospitals in Florida to correspond with the hospitals 

available in the claims data. Similar to the national level trends, less than 20% of Florida 

hospitals had a Yelp profle prior to 2012. By year-end 2012, nearly 25% of hospitals in the 

state were on the platform, and by the end of the study period (2017), this fgure surpasses 

50%. Figure 1 shows the number of new ratings posted to the platform by year. The growth 

in this fgure can be explained both by the increase in the number of hospitals on the platform 

and the frequency with which hospitals are reviewed. For example, in 2012 there was an 

average of two new reviews per year for every hospital on the platform, but by 2017 there 

were eight new reviews per hospital. This speaks to the popularity of the platform and 

10The supplemental material provides details on the data collection and cleaning processes. 
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provides evidence that people use it to share their experiences. 

Figure 1: New Hospital Reviews on Yelp by Year 
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Notes: The fgure depicts the number of new reviews on Yelp for hospitals in Florida by year. 

2.2 Inpatient Claims Data 

Hospital choice data come from the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA), 

which maintains claims data for the state of Florida. The data comprise the population of 

inpatient discharges from 2012 through 2017, including patient characteristics and diagnosis 

and procedure codes relevant to the admission. To maintain patient confdentiality, the 

AHCA omits patient identifcation, social security, and medical record numbers. They also 

withhold the patient’s date of birth, and instead provide their age at the time of admission. 

Lastly, in lieu of admission and discharge dates, the agency discloses quarter of admission.11 

We limit the data to elective admissions at general acute care hospitals. This eliminates 

11Due to these confdentiality measures, we cannot identify repeat or frst-time patients and the timing in 
the analysis can be no more granular than quarter level. 
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urgent or emergency room admissions, in order to isolate patients whose hospital choices were 

not impaired by the circumstances of their admission. We drop any admissions where the 

patient is discharged to court, law enforcement, or a psychiatric facility, as this may indicate 

that the patient had limited agency in selecting the hospital. Additionally, we eliminate 

observations with missing or foreign zip codes, along with any patients who are not from 

Florida and any admissions to hospitals that are not included in the AHA data. 

To analyze the efect of online reviews on hospital choice, we focus on common proce-

dures for which the patients have at least some freedom to select their hospital, as is the case 

for labor and delivery, and orthopedic surgery admissions.12 Existing research on hospital 

choice has studied labor and delivery admissions because of the potential for patients to 

seek out information and scrutinize their options (Avdic et al., 2019). Additionally, text 

analysis of the Yelp data used for this study fnds that labor and delivery is frequently dis-

cussed in the review narratives, indicating that it may be an infuential information source 

for those planning child birth. For similar reasons, researchers have analyzed elective or-

thopedic surgery admissions to understand hospital choice (Gutacker et al., 2016). In the 

U.S. context, this procedure is particularly useful because it is common among Medicare fee-

for-service patients, where insurance restrictions do not limit hospital choice. The following 

subsections discuss procedure-specifc limitations on the data and summarize the online re-

view data, claims data, and hospital characteristics that comprise the fnal dataset for the 

given procedure. 

12The supplemental material details the ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes used to identify the admissions for the 
respective procedures. 
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2.2.1 Labor and Delivery Data 

We limit the labor and delivery data to admissions for patients with ages between the 5th 

and 95th percentiles, which results in an age range of 20 to 38. The data include Medicaid, 

Medicaid HMO, and privately insured patients, where 49% have private insurance. We 

include each of these payer types because the data show that it is unlikely that hospitals 

are turning away Medicaid patients for this type of admission. The supplemental material 

provides details on the public insurance options in Florida. Lastly, we drop hospitals that 

average fewer than fve labor and delivery admissions per quarter to limit the data to hospitals 

that are viable choices for this procedure. This leaves 361,040 labor and delivery admissions 

across 86 hospitals. 

Table 1 summarizes the resulting dataset. The average patient in the data is nearly 29 

years old and is equally likely to have Medicaid or private insurance. The majority of the 

patients are white, and nearly one third identify as Latina. The second panel in Table 1 

includes hospital characteristics from AHA and CMS data. There are 86 hospitals in the 

sample, and they are more likely to be private, system hospitals, but are equally likely to be 

for-proft or non-proft. Further, 7% are major teaching hospitals and 51% satisfy a broader 

defnition of teaching hospital, which, for example, includes hospitals with residency training 

approval and medical school afliations. Of those hospitals, 46 of them have a Yelp presence 

at some point during the sample period. The average end-of-quarter observed rating is 2.9, 

and on average, a hospital receives 1.3 new reviews each quarter. While we can calculate a 

hospital’s observed rating at any point in time, we present end-of-quarter observed ratings 

and number of new ratings per quarter to correspond with the unit of time in the claims 
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data, and subsequently, the unit of time used in the choice model. 

Table 1: Summary Statistics: Labor and Delivery 

Mean Median St. Dev. 5th Pct. 95th Pct. 

Patient Characteristics 

Age 28.81 29.00 4.82 21.00 37.00 

Private Insurance 0.49 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 

Black 0.19 0.00 0.39 0.00 1.00 

Latina 0.29 0.00 0.45 0.00 1.00 

Asian 0.02 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 

Hospital Characteristics and Quality 

Total Beds 400.16 298.00 374.11 119.90 1007.75 

Physicians 26.59 8.00 55.03 0.00 117.00 

Nurses 719.35 450.00 878.14 177.65 2310.95 

Government 0.11 0.00 0.32 0.00 1.00 

Non-proft 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 

Major Teaching Hospital 0.07 0.00 0.26 0.00 1.00 

Any Teaching Hospital 0.51 1.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 

System Member 0.83 1.00 0.38 0.00 1.00 

Payer Mix 0.57 0.56 0.11 0.39 0.75 

Case Mix Index 1.59 1.59 0.17 1.33 1.87 

Hospital Wide Readmission Rate 15.99 15.90 1.06 14.40 17.80 

Yelp Reviews 

Observed Rating 2.91 3.00 0.84 1.50 4.50 

New Reviews 1.28 1.00 1.53 0.00 4.00 

Notes: Patient characteristics are from inpatient claims data for labor and delivery admissions 
and are measured at the annual level. Over the sample period, there are 361,040 admissions. 
The hospital characteristics are measured annually. The Yelp review data are measured at the 
quarterly level to correspond with the unit of time available in the inpatient claims data. 

2.2.2 Orthopedic Surgery Data 

For orthopedic surgery admissions, we limit the data to Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) claims 

for knee or hip replacement among benefciaries aged 65 and above.13 By limiting the data to 

FFS admissions, we focus on patients whose choices are not restricted by specifc insurance 

13Information on the relevant diagnosis related group (DRG) codes is in the supplemental material. 
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networks.14 We then omit any admissions in the top 5th percentile of age, which results in 

an age range of 65 to 85. Lastly, we limit the analysis to hospitals that average at least 

one orthopedic surgery admission per quarter, to eliminate any hospitals that are not viable 

choices.15 The resulting sample comprises 128,862 admissions at 132 hospitals. 

Table 2 summarizes these data. The average patient in the data is around 73 years old 

and more likely to be female. The patients are overwhelmingly white. The second panel 

shows that of the 132 hospitals in the sample, the majority are private, members of a hospital 

system, and about half of the hospitals have some teaching capacity. Over the sample period, 

73 hospitals had a Yelp profle, with an average aggregate rating of 2.88, and an average of 

1.22 new reviews per quarter. The data sources used for this table are analogous to those 

used for Table 1. 

2.3 Hospital Markets 

To analyze hospital choice, we also need to determine the relevant market for each respec-

tive patient.16 Traditionally, hospital choice models rely on hospital referral regions (HRR), 

health service areas (HSA), and counties to defne hospital markets. While these defni-

tions are useful and suitable to certain analyses, they possess certain characteristics that 

make them less useful in this context. HRRs, for instance, are based on referral patterns 

for tertiary surgery and have not been updated since 1993. They are, therefore, unlikely 

14Additional information on Medicare eligibility can be found here: 
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Eligibility-and-Enrollment/OrigMedicarePartABEligEnrol. 

15This difers from the requirement of at least fve admissions per quarter that we impose upon the labor 
and delivery data, because there are fewer orthopedic surgery admissions overall and that restriction would 
eliminate hospitals that appear to be viable options for this procedure. 

16The use of the term “markets” here and throughout the duration of this paper is not meant to be 
interpreted as relevant antitrust markets. 
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Table 2: Summary Statistics: Orthopedic Surgery 

Mean Median St. Dev. 5th Pct. 95th Pct. 

Patient Characteristics 

Age 73.26 73.00 5.49 65.00 83.00 

Black 0.036 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 

Latino 0.043 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 

Asian 0.005 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 

Male 0.394 0.00 0.49 0.00 1.00 

Hospital Characteristics and Quality Measures 

Total Beds 332.97 249.00 324.30 84.00 835.00 

Physicians 24.52 6.00 62.45 0.00 112.50 

Nurses 571.14 373.00 750.23 113.90 1613.40 

Government 0.10 0.00 0.30 0.00 1.00 

Non-proft 0.42 0.00 0.49 0.00 1.00 

Major Teaching Hospital 0.05 0.00 0.23 0.00 1.00 

Any Teaching Hospital 0.47 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 

System Member 0.86 1.00 0.35 0.00 1.00 

Payer Mix 0.56 0.56 0.11 0.38 0.73 

Case Mix Index 1.56 1.55 0.19 1.27 1.87 

Hospital Wide Readmission Rate 16.03 15.90 1.04 14.40 17.87 

Hip and Knee Replacement Readm. Rate 4.92 4.90 0.74 3.80 6.30 

Yelp Reviews 

Observed Rating 2.88 3.00 0.96 1.00 5.00 

New Reviews 1.22 1.00 1.60 0.00 4.00 

Notes: Patient characteristics are from inpatient claims data for orthopedic surgery admissions and 
are measured at the quarter level. Over the sample period, there are 128,862 admissions. The hospital 
characteristics are measured annually. The Yelp review data are measured at the quarterly level to 
correspond with the unit of time available in the inpatient claims data. 
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to accurately capture hospital markets for the specifc sets of procedures we study (Ever-

son et al., 2019). Unlike HRRs, HSAs are based on annual Medicare inpatient hospital 

fee-for-service claims, which makes them better suited to capture current markets but less 

relevant for our understanding of hospital choices among expectant mothers, for example. 

Lastly, commonly used geographic boundaries such as counties or zip codes may not refect 

a patient’s procedure-specifc choice set.17 

Community detection (CD) algorithms provide a novel way for researchers to defne 

hospital markets, tailored to a procedure-specifc analysis (Everson et al., 2019). In the 

hospital context, community detection leverages patterns of patient fows to identify groups 

of hospitals that draw patients from common zip codes.18 Note that this is essentially the 

same process that is used to determine HRRs and HSAs, but by using these methods to defne 

markets instead of relying on existing defnitions, researchers can gain valuable fexibility. 

CD methods allow the researcher to more precisely determine relevant markets and update 

these market defnitions as often as their data allow, which may better refect the competitive 

landscape and the observed choices of the hospitals in their analyses. 

We employ these methods to defne procedure-specifc hospital markets using zip code 

level patient fows.19 Separately for each procedure, we aggregate the claims data to deter-

mine the number of patients from a given zip code admitted to each hospital. We then use 

these aggregate values to implement the CD method and determine the relevant hospital 

17These boundaries may be more appropriate when considering general inpatient acute care due to patients’ 
interest in proximity to the hospital. 

18The supplemental material describes the community detection method in greater detail. 
19Please see https://github.com/graveja0/health-care-markets for an excellent resource that explains how 

to construct these markets. For more detail on our adaption of his code, please see the github repository: 
https://github.com/kaylynsanbower/hospital-marketshares. Note that this does not include the data used 
for this analysis per the terms of our data use agreement. 
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markets.20 

Regardless of procedure, there are additional features of the data and the empirical 

setting that must be considered. First, note that these algorithms can defne markets that 

consist of only a single hospital, and in the context of a hospital choice analysis, monopoly 

markets are uninformative. Further, markets with too few rated hospitals are of limited 

use in an analysis of reviews and choice, given that this efect is likely to depend on a 

hospital’s rating relative to other hospitals in its market. Therefore, for each procedure, we 

use the broadest market defnition from the community detection methods and then layer 

in additional restrictions. We limit the fnal sample to choice sets that have at least three 

hospitals on Yelp, which ensures that there are sufcient nearby hospitals on the platform 

for it to be a viable source of information. Additionally, we require that at least one hospital 

in the market has three or more reviews, because in order for a hospital to have an average 

rating that is not equal to a half-star increment, it must have at least three reviews.21 

Ultimately, these criteria serve to limit the analysis to markets where Yelp is a sufciently 

popular platform. 

The fnal consideration pertains to the distance to each hospital in a patient’s choice set. 

Markets consist of groups of hospitals that draw patients from a common set of contiguous 

zip codes. This means that the market may include hospitals that are further away than 

the patient would realistically travel. Therefore, for the main results, we limit the patient’s 

choice set to hospitals whose centroid distance from the patient’s home zip code falls within 

20The supplemental material details the CD methodology in the context of this analysis. 
21In the market defnitions used for the main specifcations for both labor and delivery and orthopedic 

surgery, there are no rounded hospitals that are eliminated based on this criteria. This is important because it 
dispels concerns that the main source of exogeneity—the rounding—might be correlated with other variables 
that are relevant for limiting the sample. 
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a certain radius. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 detail their respective choice sets used for estimation, 

which include these restrictions and procedure-specifc caveats.22 

3 Empirical Approach 

We investigate the efect of online reviews on hospital choice by modeling patient utility as 

a function of hospital Yelp ratings, relative to other hospitals in the market. These ratings 

can directly afect utility, meaning that the patient herself incorporates the star ratings into 

her decisions, or indirectly, through family, friends, and physicians, who gleaned information 

from this platform.23 We estimate the following model where patient i’s utility from receiving 

care at hospital j at time t is defned as: 

uijt = vijt + ϵijt 

= β1Pj,t−1 + β2NRj,t−1 + D ′ αd + H ′ αh + Q ′ αq + X ′ αx + εijt.ij jt jt ijt 

(1) 

The frst two terms of vijt capture a hospital’s Yelp presence in t − 1. Recall that the most 

granular unit of time for the hospital admissions data is quarter-year. Hence, t refers to the 

quarter of admission. If online reviews afect hospital choice, then this information must 

enter into the decision prior to admission. As such, the utility function captures a hospital’s 

rating at the end of the prior quarter, i.e., t − 1.24 Specifcally, Pj,t−1 is the percentile rank 

22Given the importance of the market defnition in this analysis, we also implement the econometric 
approach using the market defnitions from other CD algorithms, FIPS codes, and HSAs in the supplemental 
material. 

23The supplemental material presents information showing that people do in fact engage with the platform, 
which indicates that this information is likely relevant to some people involved in selecting a hospital. 

24This allows up to three months for a patient to internalize these ratings, but one might be concerned 
that this timeline does not leave sufcient time for patients admitted at the beginning of the quarter to use 
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of a hospital’s star rating among the hospitals in its market. By using the percentile rank 

instead of raw star ratings, we capture a hospital’s quality information relative to other 

hospitals on the platform.25 Further, because some hospitals in a patient’s choice set are not 

on the platform, NRj,t−1 is an indicator for whether or not the hospital is rated. 

The utility function also includes Dij , which is a vector of linear and squared centroid 

distances between the patient’s home and the hospitals in her choice set. Hospital char-

acteristics are represented by Hjt, which includes counts of total beds, physicians, nurses; 

indicators for government, for proft status, system members, and teaching hospitals; and 

payer mix.26 The vector Qjt controls for clinical quality using hospital readmission rates. For 

labor and delivery, Qjt refers to hospital wide 30-day readmission rates, and in the case of 

orthopedic surgery, Qjt also includes 30-day readmission rates for hip and knee replacement. 

Lastly, to allow for a rich substitution pattern, Xijt is a vector of hospital-level variables 

interacted with patient-level variables. These hospital variables include distance, total beds, 

case mix index, payer mix, and readmission rates. The individual-level variables applicable 

for both procedures are age, and race and ethnicity. For labor and delivery, we also include 

an indicator for public insurance because the data have a mix of privately and publicly 

insured patients. For orthopedics, we include an indicator for the sex of the patient. The 

error term, ϵijt, is assumed to be i.i.d. Type I extreme value, which yields the common logit 

form for the probability of patient i selecting hospital j. Note that because patients must 

choose a hospital in order to appear in the data, there is no outside option. We estimate the 

this information. The following section and the supplemental material include results with further lags. The 
results are unchanged, which may also refect the limited fow of new reviews per quarter (1.3 on average). 

25The percentile rank is calculated among rated hospitals, where the lowest rated hospital’s percentile 
rank is 1/n, and the highest ranked is 1. Non-rated hospitals have a zero percentile rank and an indicator 
to designate that they are not rated. 

26Payer mix is the proportion of total discharges that do not come from Medicare or Medicaid. 
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underlying utility parameters using maximum likelihood. 

We are interested in identifying the efect of Yelp star ratings on hospital choice. One 

concern, however, is that hospital star ratings—and percentile rankings based on these 

ratings—are endogenous. Hospital reputation, for example, is likely to afect choice and 

also likely correlated with Yelp ratings. The current model, therefore, will sufer from omit-

ted variable bias.27 Moreover, we are interested in the direct efect of star ratings on choice, 

not the relationship between underlying quality of various dimensions and hospital selection. 

To identify this efect, we implement an instrumental variable strategy. Recall that the star 

rating that a visitor to Yelp would see for a given hospital is the average of each of its in-

dividual reviews rounded to the nearest half star. Therefore, at the midpoint between each 

half-star increment, hospitals above are rounded up and those below are rounded down. This 

transformation generates exogenous variation in hospital ratings that we use to instrument 

for the percentile rank of a hospital’s star rating. Specifcally, we construct as an instrument 

an indicator for being rounded into a higher rating, where a hospital is considered rounded 

if it is within the range of the midpoint and 0.1 above the midpoint. 

Using this instrument, we estimate the model using a control function approach, which 

conditions on the part of the observed rating that is correlated with other unobserved hos-

pital characteristics relevant to hospital choice. The control function isolates exogenous 

variation in the percentile rank variable due to rounding and then controls for the remaining 

endogenous variation in the observed percentile rank by including the frst stage residuals as 

an additional covariate, which enables consistent estimation of the percentile rank coefcient 

27The supplemental material includes these results, which for both procedures are still positive and sig-
nifcant but have diferent magnitudes. 
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(Petrin and Train, 2010). To implement, we frst estimate the following equation, 

′ ′ Pj,t−1 = γRj,t−1 + ζNRj,t−1 + Dij 
′ ψd + Hjtψh + Xijtψx + ϵijt, (2) 

where a hospital’s percentile rank is the function of the instrument—an indicator, R, for 

whether or not the hospital is rounded up into the next star rating—and all of the right-hand 

side variables included in Equation 1. We then include the residuals, bϵijt, in the following 

equation to recover a consistent estimate of β1. The second stage, therefore, is 

′ ′ uijt = β1Pj,t−1 + β2NRj,t−1 + Dij 
′ αd + Hjtαh + Xijtαx + εeijt, (3) 

where εijt = ηϵijt + εeijt, and bϵijt is an estimate for ϵijt. We use this specifcation for the main 

results. Additionally, to provide a more readily interpretable result, we use the coefcients 

from this model to calculate a patient’s willingness to travel (WTT) for a standard deviation 

increase in percentile rank. This is defned by the negative marginal rate of substitution 

between percentile rank and the measures of distance multiplied by the average standard 

deviation of percentile rank across choice sets. For the main results, this is 

, 
∂Uij ∂Uij

WTT = − × SD(P ). 
∂Pij ∂Dj 

(4)

For Column (1) of our tables of results in Section 4, this is simply: WTT = − 
α
β 
d 

1 × SD(P ). 

For Columns (2) through (4), i.e. the columns that present results with interactions between 
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individual characteristics and distance and distance squared, the measure is 

−β1
WTT = × SD(P ), 

αd + 2αd2 D + A + B 
(5)

where A represents the terms of ∂Uij

∂Dj 
that correspond to the interactions between distance and 

patient characteristics and B represents the terms of ∂Uij

∂Dj 
that correspond to the interactions 

between distance squared and patient characteristics.28 We calculate standard errors using 

the delta method. The following section details the choice sets, model results, and willingness 

to travel estimates by procedure. 

4 Online Reviews and Hospital Choice 

As discussed previously, we examine the efects of online reviews and hospital choice in three 

distinct clinical settings. First, in subsection 4.1, we consider hospital choice among labor and 

delivery patients. This analysis includes patients across diferent types of insurers, including 

Medicaid and private insurance. As such, while labor and delivery is widely perceived as an 

area where patients can exercise agency and discretion in hospital choice, this area is also 

one in which hospital choice may be restricted (and in unobserved ways) due to a patient’s 

insurance network. 

Second, in subsection 4.2, we consider hospital choice in elective orthopedic surgery. Like 

a b l pmA = ψd×ax + ψd×bx + ψd×lx + ψd×pmx and B = 2ψd2×aDx
a + 2ψd2×bDx

b + 28More specifcally, 
2ψd2 ×lDx

l +2ψd2×pmDx
pm. The subscripts on the ψ terms signify to which interaction term the coefcient 

corresponds. These terms consist of distance (d), distance-squared (d2), age (a), a Black indicator (b), and 
a Latino indicator (l). For the labor and delivery analysis, this also includes a Medicaid indicator (pm), 
which is not applicable to the orthopedic surgery analysis. Similarly, for orthopedic surgery, there is a male 
indicator (m), which is not applicable for labor and delivery. 
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labor and delivery, this is an area in which patients likely exercise some discretion in hospital 

choice. Moreover, our analysis of orthopedic surgery is limited to Medicare fee-for-service 

patients, so that hospital choice is not restricted by insurance networks. 

Finally, we consider online reviews and choice among emergency department visits in 

subsection 4.3. Given that non-deferrable emergency visits are dictated by acute need for 

immediate hospital care, this area serves as a falsifcation analysis in which we do not expect 

online ratings to infuence hospital choice. 

4.1 Choice in Labor and Delivery 

We use patient fows to the 86 hospitals in the sample to identify labor and delivery-specifc 

markets. The community detection algorithm identifed 12 total markets, all of which con-

tained more than one hospital.29 While the data consist of elective admissions, given the 

possibility that an expectant mother may need to get to the hospital quickly, a hospital 

closer to the patient’s home is likely preferable. This bears out in the data, which show that 

the average distance traveled to the chosen hospital is 11.2 miles (standard deviation 12.8). 

Based on the nature of this procedure, we drop hospitals from a patient’s choice set if they 

are over 30 miles away. Lastly, as detailed in Section 2, we limit the sample to choice sets 

that have at least three rated hospitals, where one of which must have at least three reviews. 

This results in a fnal sample of 176,587 admissions to 49 hospitals across fve markets. On 

average, a choice set in this data has between 9 and 10 hospitals, where about half of those 

hospitals have Yelp profles. The average star rating among these hospitals is just under 

29Note that over the sample period, there were 35 counties in Florida with hospitals that had admissions 
for labor and delivery, meaning that these markets are less granular than county defnitions. 
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three stars, with an average of 17 reviews (median 13). 

The frst panel of Table 3 presents the estimation results for the frst stage as shown 

in Equation 2. As suspected, the instrument for being rounded into a higher rating is 

positively and signifcantly related to percentile rank. In addition to the variables shown, 

each column consists of hospital characteristics (total bed, nurse, and physician counts; 

indicators for teaching hospital status and system membership; payer mix, and case mix 

index), hospital-wide readmission rates, and the distance between the patient’s home zip 

code and the hospital. Interactions between these terms and individual characteristics (age, 

and indicators to capture if the patient is Black, Hispanic or Latina, or insured through 

Medicaid) are layered in as indicated. Note that when interactions with “distance variables” 

are included, the specifcation consists of distance, distance squared, and interactions between 

distance and individual characteristics. 

We then implement the control function approach by including these residuals in Equa-

tion 3 (Petrin and Train, 2010). The second panel of Table 3 presents the results. The 

coefcients represent the marginal utilities for the average patient and can be informative 

about the direction of the efect of these characteristics on a patient’s utility. Across each 

specifcation, utility is increasing in percentile rank. The interpretation for the distance coef-

fcient requires more nuance. In column (1), where there are no interaction terms, the results 

show that utility is decreasing in distance, which corresponds with prior fndings in the lit-

erature. In the subsequent columns, the inclusion of interaction terms between distance and 

individual characteristics inhibits the ability to interpret this directly. Instead, the bottom 

row of Table 3 presents the WTT results, where, in the most saturated specifcation, we fnd 

that patients are willing to travel an additional 0.68 miles to receive care from a hospital with 
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Table 3: Labor & Delivery Results 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Panel 1: First Stage Results 

Rounded Indicator 0.1425*** 0.1404*** 0.1394*** 0.1391*** 
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) 

Not Rated -0.5563*** -0.5575*** -0.5658*** -0.5650*** 
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) 

F-Statistic 314934 159167 112143 101722 
R2 0.7470 0.7491 0.7545 0.7550 

Panel 2: Discrete Choice Estimates 

Percentile Rank 0.2812*** 0.2631*** 0.2789*** 0.3018*** 
(0.0705) (0.0719) (0.0728) (0.0735) 

Not Rated 0.0565 0.0502 0.0831* 0.0833* 
(0.0420) (0.0429) (0.0441) (0.0444) 

Distance -0.1559*** -0.1446*** -0.1325*** -0.1542*** 
(0.0005) (0.0104) (0.0104) (0.0105) 

Distance2 -0.0015*** -0.0018*** -0.0012*** 
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) 

Willingness to Travel 0.662*** 0.611*** 0.655*** 0.680*** 
(0.166) (0.167) (0.172) (0.166) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics X X 
× Clinical Quality X 

Notes: The frst panel presents the frst stage results, where the dependent variable across all 
specifcations is percentile rank. The second panel presents the discrete choice estimates. In both 
panels, all specifcations include a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, 
and distance. Interactions with individual characteristics are layered in as indicated. Statistical 
signifcance is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 
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a one standard deviation higher percentile rank. For this procedure, a standard deviation is 

0.37. Given that the average distance to the chosen hospital for patients in this sample is 

8.8 miles, the WTT estimate represents an 7.7% increase in travel distance. On average, a 

standard deviation increase in percentile rank translates to a 0.58 increase in stars, meaning 

that a patient is willing to travel nearly 8% further for around a half-star increase in star 

ratings. 

Note that the main results presented in Table 3 model choices based on ratings in the 

prior quarter, i.e. t−1. One consideration in the labor and delivery context, however, is that 

expectant mothers are likely choosing a hospital earlier in their pregnancy than the quarter 

prior to delivery. Table 4, therefore, presents results based on ratings in t − 2 and t − 3. 

Here we see that these decisions are most sensitive to ratings in t − 3, which corresponds to 

the time during which expectant mothers are likely fnding out that they are pregnant and 

are beginning to make care plans for their pregnancies. The higher responsiveness to this 

information in the quarters earlier in gestation lend confdence to the hypothesis that this 

information afects hospital choice. 

This result furthers our understanding of how expectant mothers value the trade-of 

between distance and quality and is commensurate with existing estimates. Avdic et al. 

(2019) assesses the responses of mothers to clinical quality and patient satisfaction scores 

in Germany. For the patient satisfaction scores—which are most comparable to the quality 

measure used in this analysis—they fnd that expectant mothers are willing to travel an 

average of 0.55 km for a standard deviation increase in higher reported subjective quality. 

Compared to the average distance to the chosen hospital (10.76 km), this represents a 5.11% 

increase. 
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Table 4: Labor & Delivery Discrete Choice Estimates at t − 2 and t − 3 

Panel 1: Ratings at t − 2 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Percentile Rank 0.4805*** 
(0.0663) 

0.4746*** 
(0.0675) 

0.4463*** 
(0.0680) 

0.4782*** 
(0.0686) 

Not Rated 0.1660*** 
(0.0387) 

0.1674*** 
(0.0395) 

0.1759*** 
(0.0403) 

0.1810*** 
(0.0406) 

Distance -0.1562*** 
(0.0005) 

-0.1445*** 
(0.0104) 

-0.1322*** 
(0.0104) 

-0.1540*** 
(0.0105) 

Distance2 -0.0015*** 
(0.0004) 

-0.0018*** 
(0.0004) 

-0.0013*** 
(0.0004) 

Willingness to Travel 1.127*** 
(0.155) 

1.101*** 
(0.157) 

1.048*** 
(0.160) 

1.076*** 
(0.155) 

Panel 2: Ratings at t − 3 

Percentile Rank 0.6513*** 
(0.0639) 

0.6324*** 
(0.0650) 

0.6280*** 
(0.0663) 

0.6413*** 
(0.0667) 

Not Rated 0.2531*** 
(0.0365) 

0.2474*** 
(0.0372) 

0.2713*** 
(0.0384) 

0.2650*** 
(0.0386) 

Distance -0.1561*** 
(0.0005) 

-0.1448*** 
(0.0104) 

-0.1323*** 
(0.0104) 

-0.1543*** 
(0.0105) 

Distance(2) -0.0015*** 
(0.0004) 

-0.0018*** 
(0.0004) 

-0.0013*** 
(0.0004) 

Willingness to Travel 1.52*** 
(0.149) 

1.461*** 
(0.151) 

1.470*** 
(0.156) 

1.438*** 
(0.150) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics 
× Clinical Quality 

X X 
X 

Notes: The table presents the results corresponding to equation 3, but replaces percentile rank in 
t − 1 with percentile rank in t − 2 and then t − 3. The frst stage includes an indicator for being 
rounded up in the given quarter instead of t − 1. Each column includes all of the same covariates 
as Table 3. All specifcations include a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, 
and distance. Interactions with individual characteristics are layered in as indicated. Standard errors 
on the willingness to travel measures are calculated using the Delta Method. Statistical signifcance 
is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 
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These results are robust to a variety of modifcations and alternative specifcations, 

all of which are detailed in the supplemental material. We estimate the model where we 

replace distance with diferential distance—i.e., the distance to a given hospital minus the 

distance to the closest hospital in the patient’s choice set—and the estimates are nearly 

identical. Further, to assess the sensitivity of our results to the chosen market defnition, we 

estimate the main specifcation with other market defnitions based on community detection 

algorithms, FIPS codes, and radii around the patient’s home zip code. The fndings generally 

hold across various market defnitions, insofar as the markets refect patient fows, which is 

untrue of the markets defned solely on radius. 

4.2 Choices in Orthopedic Surgery 

We identify markets for orthopedic surgery using patient fows to the 132 hospitals in the 

sample. The community detection algorithm identifed 14 markets, all of which contain 

more than one hospital. In comparison to labor and delivery, the data show that these 

patients are willing to travel much further for this procedure. The average travel distance 

to the chosen hospital is 14.9 miles with a standard deviation of 21.4, and the data for 

these choices are right skewed. To refect this, we limit a patient’s choice set to hospitals 

within a 100-mile radius. Limiting the sample to markets with at least three rated hospitals, 

one of which must have at least three reviews, we arrive at the fnal sample which contains 

84,981 hospital admissions to 122 hospitals across 12 markets. The choice sets for orthopedic 

surgery have, on average, just under 11 hospitals, where around 5 of those are on Yelp. The 

rated hospitals have an average star rating of 2.8, with 15.3 reviews on average. 
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The results for the frst stage are shown in the frst panel of Table 5. They indicate 

that the instrument for being rounded into a higher rating is positively and signifcantly 

related to percentile rank. The covariates included in Table 5 correspond to those described 

for Table 3 with two exceptions. First, our orthopedic surgery admissions include both male 

and female patients, so we include an indicator for sex. Second, we limit the data to Medicare 

fee-for-service patients, eliminating the indicator for insurer type. 

As previously described, we then use the residuals from the results in Panel 1 of Table 

5 to implement the control function approach. The results are shown in the second panel 

of Table 5, where we see that the patient’s marginal utility is increasing in percentile rank 

across each specifcation. As suspected, the efect of distance on utility in the frst column is 

negative and signifcant. In the following columns, distance-squared and interaction terms 

preclude direct interpretation. However, the WTT estimates indicate that orthopedic surgery 

patients are willing to travel 4.4 additional miles (in the most saturated specifcation) for 

a standard deviation (0.37) increase in percentile rank. This is compared to an average 

distance of 12.97 miles to the chosen hospital, which translates to a 33.9% increase in travel 

distance. For this procedure, a standard deviation increase in percentile rank translates to 

an average increase of 0.69 stars. Given that Yelp presents ratings in half-star increments, 

this means that for between a half and full-star increase, a patient is willing to travel around 

30% farther. 

To our knowledge, much of the existing literature on hospital choice for elective, inpa-

tient surgery focuses on clinical quality metrics and provides limited insight on the efects of 

measures that are geared toward non-clinical, subjective quality. For example, Moscelli et al. 

(2016) explores hospital choice for elective hip replacements in the English National Health 
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Table 5: Orthopedic Surgery Results 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Panel 1: First Stage Results 

Rounded Indicator 0.1278*** 0.1279*** 0.1278*** 0.1278*** 
(0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) 

Not Rated -0.5611*** -0.5609*** -0.5611*** -0.5610*** 
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) 

F-Statistic 187027 97087 67312 55883 
R2 0.7414 0.7416 0.7419 0.7420 

Panel 2: Discrete Choice Estimates 

Percentile Rank 1.6848*** 1.7032*** 1.6696*** 1.6604*** 
(0.1111) (0.1120) (0.1121) (0.1122) 

Not Rated 0.9028*** 0.9174*** 0.8969*** 0.8901*** 
(0.0662) (0.0668) (0.0668) (0.0669) 

Distance -0.1170*** 0.0075 -0.0026 -0.0029 
(0.0005) (0.0119) (0.0121) (0.0121) 

Distance2 -0.0007*** -0.0006*** -0.0006*** 
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) 

Willingness to Travel 5.28*** 4.534*** 4.436*** 4.41*** 
(0.349) (0.298) (0.297) (0.298) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics X X 
× Clinical Quality X 

Notes: The frst panel presents the frst stage results, where the dependent variable across all 
specifcations is percentile rank. The second panel presents the discrete choice estimates. In both 
panels, all specifcations include a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, 
and distance. Interactions with individual characteristics are layered in as indicated. Statistical 
signifcance is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 
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Service (NHS), and fnds that patients are willing to travel 4% further to avoid a standard 

deviation increase in emergency room admissions. Similarly, Gutacker et al. (2016) fnds that 

patients in the NHS are willing to travel 6% further for a standard deviation improvement 

in procedure-specifc clinical quality but fnds insignifcant efects for other, more general 

quality measures. The magnitudes of these efects appear relatively small but difcult to 

compare with our context. An arguably more comparable study is Romley and Goldman 

(2011), which analyzes how revealed quality—an index of hospital features both known to 

and valued by patients—afects hospital choice for Medicare FFS pneumonia admissions. 

The study fnds that patients are willing to travel between 2.41 and 3.94 additional miles 

for revealed quality at the 75th percentile as opposed to the 25th percentile. Given that 

the mean distance to the patient’s chosen hospital is 2.8 miles, this indicates that patients 

are willing to approximately double their travel distance for higher revealed quality. Our 

estimates therefore appear reasonable relative to other studies from Romley and Goldman 

(2011) and Gutacker et al. (2016), as well as the labor and deliver results in 4.1, wherein we 

would expect a larger WTT estimate for orthopedic surgery relative to labor and delivery. 

Our main results hold up to various alternative specifcations, all of which are detailed 

in the supplemental material. We estimate the model where we replace distance with dif-

ferential distance and fnd qualitatively similar results. We also estimate hospital choice at 

time t based on ratings in t − 2 instead of t − 1. These results are quite similar to the main 

results. Lastly, we assess the sensitivity of our estimates to the chosen market defnition by 

estimating the main specifcation with other market defnitions based on community detec-

tion algorithms, FIPS codes, and radii around the patient’s home zip code. The estimates 

hold across market defnitions of similar sample sizes but are attenuated in market defnitions 
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that limit the data to a smaller subset of admissions and are larger when limiting the data 

to urban centers. 

4.3 Falsifcation Analysis 

To assess the credibility of the results in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we estimate the same model, 

but among patients for whom online reviews should not afect their chosen hospital. We 

limit the data to patients admitted through the hospital’s emergency department whose 

priority of admission was classifed as “emergency,” which is defned as patients that require 

“immediate medical intervention as a result of severe, life threatening or potentially disabling 

conditions.” The data do not indicate which patients arrived via ambulance. Beyond the 

substantive change in the nature of admission, we limit the sample using the same criteria 

30outlined in Section 2. 

We do not place any additional age or insurer restrictions on these patients. The data 

include Medicare, Medicare HMO, Medicaid, Medicaid HMO, and privately insured patients, 

where 19% have private insurance. This results in 7,321,225 emergency admissions across 

139 hospitals. We use all of these admissions to construct hospital markets, but due to 

computational limitations, we use a random sample of 250,000 admissions to estimate the 

discrete choice model. Table 6 summarizes the entire sample. The second and third panel 

in Table 6 show that the hospital characteristics and their Yelp presence are similar to the 

labor and delivery and orthopedic surgery contexts. 

We then use these data to defne hospital markets. Analogous to the approach for labor 

30Specifcally, we drop admissions for patients that are discharged to court, law enforcement, or a psy-
chiatric facility. We also limit to patients who have valid Florida zip codes and were admitted to hospitals 
whose information is contained in the AHA data. 
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Table 6: Summary Statistics: Emergency Admissions 

Mean Median St. Dev. 5th Pct. 95th Pct. 

Patient Characteristics 

Age 62.12 66.00 22.07 20.00 90.00 

Black 0.18 0.00 0.38 0.00 1.00 

Latino 0.17 0.00 0.37 0.00 1.00 

Asian 0.01 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 

Male 0.45 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 

Privately Insured 0.19 0.00 0.39 0.00 1.00 

Hospital Characteristics and Quality Measures 

Total Beds 335.05 245.00 325.62 84.05 856.60 

Physicians 20.22 6.00 47.92 0.00 99.95 

Nurses 578.16 364.00 758.60 119.00 1850.35 

Government 0.09 0.00 0.29 0.00 1.00 

Non-proft 0.41 0.00 0.49 0.00 1.00 

Major Teaching Hospital 0.05 0.00 0.23 0.00 1.00 

Any Teaching Hospital 0.48 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 

System Member 0.87 1.00 0.33 0.00 1.00 

Payer Mix 0.57 0.57 0.11 0.39 0.75 

Case Mix Index 1.56 1.55 0.20 1.25 1.89 

Hospital Wide Readmission Rate 16.05 16.00 1.06 14.40 17.80 

Yelp Reviews 

Observed Rating 2.84 3.00 0.98 1.00 4.50 

New Reviews 1.29 1.00 1.66 0.00 5.00 

Notes: Patient characteristics are from inpatient claims data for emergency department admis-
sions and are measured at the quarter level. This table summarizes all emergency admissions, 
with a total of 7,321,225 observations. We use a random sample of 250,000 observations to 
estimate the model. The hospital characteristics are measured annually. The Yelp review data 
are measured at the quarterly level to correspond with the unit of time available in the inpatient 
claims data. 
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and delivery and orthopedic surgery, we start with the most broad market defnition from 

the community detection algorithms and then layer in additional restrictions. This means we 

start with 14 markets, then limit the sample to markets with at least three rated hospitals, 

one of which must have at least three reviews. We also require that a patient’s choice set is 

limited to hospitals within a 25-mile radius of her home zip code, because the 95th percentile 

for travel distance is just under 25 miles, and on average, these patients travel 8.5 miles. 

This leaves 118,599 admissions to 105 hospitals across 10 markets. 

Using these admissions and the corresponding choice sets, we estimate the model starting 

with the frst stage as outlined in Equation 2. The frst panel of Table 7 presents the results. 

The instrument for being rounded into a higher rating is positively and signifcantly related 

to percentile rank across each specifcation. The covariates in each column are analogous to 

those in the frst panels of Tables 3 and 5. Interactions with individual characteristics—which 

consist of age, sex, and indicators to capture if the patient is Black, Hispanic or Latino—are 

layered in as outlined. 

Panel 2 of Table 7 presents the main results, where each column includes the residuals 

from the corresponding column in Panel 1. Across each column, the coefcient on percentile 

rank is small and insignifcant. Following Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we present the WTT es-

timates in the bottom row of the table. These estimates are all small and insignifcant, 

indicating that emergency patients are not willing to travel further for higher star ratings. 

This lends confdence to the positive and signifcant results found in the labor and delivery 

and orthopedic surgery contexts. 
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Table 7: Emergency Admissions Results 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Panel 1: First Stage Results 

Rounded Indicator 0.1363*** 0.1362*** 0.1366*** 0.1363*** 
(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) 

Not Rated -0.5016*** -0.5012*** -0.5000*** -0.4993*** 
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) 

F-Statistic 150523 80995 57694 45189 
R2 0.6762 0.6771 0.6809 0.6848 

Panel 2: Discrete Choice Estimates 

Percentile Rank -0.0007 0.0764 0.0347 -0.0087 
(0.0904) (0.0922) (0.0926) (0.0929) 

Not Rated 0.0662 0.0961* 0.0812 0.0480 
(0.0486) (0.0495) (0.0497) (0.0498) 

Distance -0.2373*** -0.1684*** -0.1780*** -0.1771*** 
(0.0009) (0.0076) (0.0078) (0.0078) 

Distance2 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 
(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0004) 

Willingness to Travel -0.001 0.092 0.042 -0.010 
(0.133) (0.112) (0.112) (0.112) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics X X 
× Clinical Quality X 

Notes: The frst panel presents the frst stage results, where the dependent variable across all 
specifcation is percentile rank. The second panel presents the discrete choice estimates. In both 
panels, all specifcations include a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, 
and distance. Interactions with individual characteristics are layered in as indicated. Statistical 
signifcance is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 
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5 Implications for Pricing 

Our analysis provides compelling evidence that online reviews afect hospital choice for pa-

tients that have some ability to choose. Given this efect on demand, there is reason to 

suspect that online reviews may also have subsequent efects on other dimensions of hospital 

markets—namely, hospital prices. Simply put, in a bilateral negotiation between hospitals 

and insurers, an increase in demand will improve a hospital’s bargaining position, enabling 

them to negotiate higher prices. To analyze this relationship more formally, we revisit the 

bargaining model presented in Ho and Lee (2017) (henceforth, “HL”). As shown in HL and 

following the notation used in McCarthy and Huang (2018), we defne the negotiated price 

between hospital i and insurer j as 

� �bij 
� �1−bij 

pij = arg max ∆πij
H × ∆πij

M . 
pij 

(6) 

Here ∆πij
H represents the diference between hospital i’s profts from reaching an agreement 

with insurer j or not. Analogously, ∆πij
M represents insurer j’s change in profts from reaching 

an agreement with hospital i. In the case where the two parties do not come to an agreement, 

the model assumes that hospital i is excluded from insurer j’s network. Additionally, bij 

represents hospital i’s bargaining power in negotiations over prices with insurer j. The 

proft functions for hospital i and insurer j are 

X 
πH (p, θ) = DH (pin − ci), and i in 

n 

(7)

X 
πM DH 
j (p, θ) = Dj

M (θj − ηj ) − hj phj . 
h 

(8) 
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Note that DH 
in represents the demand for hospital i across patients enrolled with insurer n,

and ci is the average cost per admission. Further, Dj
M denotes the demand for insurer j, 

θj is the insurer’s premium, and ηj is non-inpatient hospital costs. As derived in HL, the 

resulting negotiated price between hospital i and insurer j is: 

� � � �X X 
∗ DH ∗ ∆DH ∗ ∆DM ∆DH 

h= i n= j 

pij ij = bij j (θj − ηj ) − phj hj + (1 − bij ) ciDij
H − in(pin − ci) . 

̸ ̸

(9) 

The frst term on the right side of Equation 9 denotes the change in net revenues to 

insurer j due to potential loss in enrollment minus the change in payments to the hospitals in 

insurer j’s network, excluding hospital i. Within the brackets, ∆Dj
M (θj − ηj ) represents the 

efect of hospital i’s inclusion in insurer j’s network on premium revenue. The second term on 

the right-hand side captures hospital i’s costs less its change in profts from other insurers. 

Within the brackets, the term ciDH 
ij is the hospital cost efect, and 

P ∗∆DH − ci)n= j in(pin ̸

represents the recapture efect, i.e. the changes in hospital i’s reimbursements from other 

insurers when hospital i is not included in insurer j’s network. This captures i’s outside 

option: what would hospital i be paid by other insurers if not included in insurer j’s network? 

As evident from Equation (9), if higher quality ratings increase the probability of se-

lecting that hospital, then the insurer’s willingness to pay to keep that hospital in their 

network also increases. Given our fndings in Section 4, we predict that the efect of ratings 

on hospital choice should also create upward pricing pressure in a hospital’s negotiation with 

private insurers. 

It is worth noting that the term of a negotiated payment contract between a hospital and 

insurer is typically more than one year, although there is considerable variation in contract 
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length across insurers and hospitals. In any given year, some subset of contracts will be 

up for renegotiation while others will remain under an existing contract. Since our analysis 

considers an overall average hospital price, there exists yearly variation in our pricing measure 

due to this churn of contracts over time. Even among contracts that are not renegotiated in 

a given year, there is an opportunity for variation in observed prices if those contracts are 

based on a “percentage of charges.”31 While we do not have access to the schedules or terms 

of any contracts, the local average treatment efect from our estimation strategy will tend 

to consist of relatively larger hospitals with more reviews. As examined in Cooper et al. 

(2019), such hospitals are also more likely to negotiate prices as a percentage of charges. 

These details highlight the opportunity for meaningful variation in observed hospital-level 

prices from year to year, even as the term of each individual contract extends beyond a single 

year. 

5.1 Incorporating Hospital Pricing Data 

We combine the hospital Yelp data with annual cost report data from the Healthcare Cost 

Report Information System (HCRIS) to analyze the efect of reviews at time t on prices in 

t + 1.32 The annual reporting of the HCRIS data requires us to conduct this analysis at 

the hospital-year level. We therefore use year-end star ratings to construct our explanatory 

variables of interest, meaning that, in this context, t indicates the end of the given year. 

Recall that hospitals can have an aggregate rating between 1 and 5 stars in half-star incre-

ments. This translates to a total of nine rating groups. We also include hospitals that are 

31See Cooper et al. (2019) for additional discussion regarding hospital/insurer contract types. 
32We focus on the price in the following year to allow for a lagged response to rating information. 
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not rated in our analysis, resulting in ten groups. Due to the sparsity of observations within 

these narrow rating categories, we have insufcient power to estimate efects at all possible 

ratings. As such, we aggregate the possible ratings into four groups: low, middle, high, and 

unrated. The high rated group consists of hospitals with 4, 4.5, or 5 stars, those in the 

middle rated group have 3 or 3.5 stars, and hospitals in the low rated group have 2.5 stars 

or below. We also form an indicator for hospitals without a Yelp presence. Our delineation 

of the star rating groups follows from the natural cut-points observed in the data. Given 

the observed average rating of 2.9, a middle rated hospital falls in a group slightly above the 

average (i.e. 3 or 3.5 star rating), and a high rated hospital is at least a standard deviation 

above the average (i.e. 4, 4.5, or 5 stars).33 

To construct our price variable, we create a measure of price for all non-Medicare inpa-

tient discharges by taking the sum of inpatient charges reduced by the discount factor less 

Medicare payments, divided by the number of non-Medicare inpatient discharges (Dafny, 

2009; Schmitt, 2018; Lin et al., 2020). We eliminate observations with price outliers at the 

5th and 95th percentiles, and we defate all values to 2012 dollars. Our fnal price measure 

refects an average hospital-level negotiated payment between hospitals and commercial in-

surers from 2012 through 2017.34 If we limit our study of hospital prices to hospitals in 

Florida—i.e., just to the hospitals that appear in our choice analysis—we are left with a 5% 

subsample of the observations available in the HCRIS data. We, therefore, take advantage 

33The supplemental material provides further discussion of our rating group choices along with estimation 
results of our main specifcation modifed to include more granular rating groups. We also provide results 
that use diferent thresholds for middle and high. Using these thresholds, the results are less precise but 
have commensurate point estimates. 

34We are able to back out Medicare payments, but the data do not enable us to remove Medicaid payments. 
Specifcs on the variables used to construct the price measure are detailed in the supplemental material. We 
also provide additional analysis regarding the robustness of our results to the presence of outliers in the 
supplemental material. We fnd that our qualitative results are not sensitive to the presence of price outliers. 
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of the full sample and estimate the price efect at the national level.35 

Our outcome of interest is log price, i.e. ln(pricet+1), which we simply refer to as 

“price.”36 The measure of time is calendar year, but the cost reports are compiled by hospital 

fscal year, which means that for hospitals whose fscal year difers from the calendar year, 

the price change is capturing less than a full year of “exposure” to that rating.37 We examine 

the sensitivity of our results to these timing considerations in the supplemental material, in 

addition to falsifcation tests when considering prices at earlier time periods. The results of 

that analysis are consistent with our initial fndings. 

In addition to the data from Yelp and HCRIS, we incorporate county-level characteris-

tics from the Area Health Resource Files, hospital quality information from CMS’s Hospital 

Compare data, and hospital characteristics from the AHA Annual Survey data.38 We limit 

our dataset to general acute care hospitals that have at least 30 beds for which we can 

construct a valid price estimate. Our fnal sample contains 15,854 hospital-year level obser-

vations, which are summarized in the supplemental material. On average, our hospital-year 

observations have 18 reviews, conditional on having a Yelp rating, with an average rating of 

2.9. The hospitals in our sample are more likely to be private, non-proft, and members of a 

system, but are representative of an average, mid-to-large acute care hospital in the United 

States. 
35When we conduct the analysis with only hospitals from Florida, we generally fnd qualitatively similar 

estimates to those presented in this section, but given that this restriction drops 95% of our observations, 
we fnd dramatically less precise estimates. 

36We opt for log prices due to the wide range in the outcome variable. We fnd qualitatively similar results 
when estimating this equation in levels rather than logs. 

37For example, consider a hospital whose fscal year ends on June 30. The year-end rating for that 
hospital captures the rating as of December in year t, while the price measure for this hospital approximates 
the average commercial payment from July 1 in year t through June 30 in year t + 1. 

38The AHRF variables include population, unemployment and poverty rates, rate of uninsured, and median 
income. Quality measures include readmission and mortality rates for heart failure, pneumonia, and acute 
myocardial infarction. 
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5.2 Empirical Approach 

Recall that our empirical analysis of hospital choice is procedure-specifc and estimated 

using Florida claims data. Conversely, our estimated prices are at the hospital-level and 

are available for all hospitals submitting cost report information in the US. Our pricing 

data is therefore geographically broader than our choice data but limited with respect to 

procedure-specifc information. As such, our data do not allow for the estimation of both 

demand and price efects collectively as part of a single bargaining framework. Instead, we 

estimate the efects of ratings on prices separately from our analysis of hospital choice. To 

do so, we again exploit the exogenous variation on the Yelp platform—wherein a continuous 

underlying score is rounded to the nearest half-star increment—as an instrument for the 

observed rating category in a two-stage least squares estimator.39 We employ the following 

regression specifcation, where Equation 5a is the second stage and Equations 5b and 5c are 

the frst stage: 

\ \ln(P ricei,t+1) = β1Highit + β2Midit + δ1Noneit + δ2T ooF ewit + Xitα + θi,c,t + εit, (5a) 

Highit = λ1RHit + λ2RMit + ζ1Noneit + ζ2T ooF ewit + Xitγ + θi,c,t + σit, (5b) 

Midit = τ1RHit + τ2RMit + η1Noneit + η2T ooF ewit + Xitρ + θi,c,t + µit. (5c) 

39While a regression discontinuity (RD) design is seemingly a natural starting point, several features of 
our application deem it inappropriate. For example, we observe relatively small sample sizes within diferent 
bandwidths, movement in and out of treatment over time, and a single running variable with multiple 
treatments. The sparsity of reviews near the rounding thresholds is particularly problematic as it suggests a 
violation of the continuity assumption. This contrasts with studies that use Yelp reviews in other settings, 
such as restaurants, where there are more businesses, more reviews, and the outcome of interest can be 
measured more frequently (Anderson and Magruder, 2012). 
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The variable Highit is an indicator equal to 1 if the hospital has a year-end rating of 4 

or above, and Midit is an indicator for hospitals with year-end ratings equal to 3 or 3.5.40 

We also include an indicator for hospitals without a Yelp presence (Noneit), along with 

an indicator for hospitals with fewer than 3 ratings (T ooF ewit). We defne 3 ratings as 

the cutof because a hospital must have at least 3 reviews to have the possibility of being 

rounded. Hospitals with fewer than three ratings do not have their aggregate rating included 

in the Highit or Midit variables.
41 Additionally, Xit is a vector of hospital and county 

characteristics, and θi,c,t represents separate fxed efects for year, county, and hospital.42 In 

the frst stage Equations 5b and 5c, RHit and RMit are indicators for being rounded up into 

a high or a middle rating, respectively. 

For a given rating category, hospitals located near the rounding threshold have similar 

underlying scores but diferent summary scores. Thus, we use an indicator for being rounded 

into a higher star rating as an instrument for the endogenous hospital rating. We impose 

a bandwidth of 0.15 around the 2.75 and 3.75 thresholds for the middle and high groups, 

respectively. This means that for a hospital’s rating to be considered “rounded up” into high, 

the average rating would need to fall between 3.75 and 3.90. Similarly, hospitals rounded up 

into middle have an average rating between 2.75 and 2.90. Defning the instrument as such, 

approximately 10% of reviewed hospitals are rounded in each year.43 Given the fact that a 

40We do not include the continuous score in our primary specifcation, but we do include it in the supple-
mental material, where we add the continuous score with no change in our results. 

41The appendix presents results where the minimum number of reviews ranges from 4 to 10. The results 
coincide with that of our main specifcation, noting that we fnd increasingly high magnitudes on the high 
category when the number of required reviews increases. 

42Note that hospital mergers, acquisitions, and closures create a distinction between county and hospital 
fxed efects in this analysis. As such, we include both. 

43The standard deviation of this value over the sample period is 0.012. The most rounding took place in 
2013 with 11.5% of hospitals, and the least in 2017 with 8.25%. 
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patron on the site would not have information on whether or not a hospital was rounded up, 

it is reasonable to assume that the instrument only afects price through its efect on ratings, 

and thus plausibly satisfes the exclusion restriction.44 

5.3 Results 

Here we focus on our main results and reserve a detailed presentation of the frst stage and 

reduced form analyses for the supplemental material. To summarize, the frst stage results 

show a strong positive relationship between the rounding indicator, i.e., the instrument, and 

the respective rating group. The reduced form analysis shows a positive relationship between 

each instrument and price, which is signifcant in the majority of specifcations. 

Our primary IV results are presented in Table 8. The “High Rating” and “Middle 

Rating” coefcients refect the estimated percentage point increase in price for a hospital in 

the high or middle group in comparison to the low rating group. We also show the coefcients 

for the no reviews and “too few reviews” variables. Our dependent variable across each of 

the four specifcations is hospital price. 

Across all specifcations we fnd a price premium for hospitals that do not have a low 

rating. Recall that in our analysis, identifcation comes from those hospitals that were 

rounded up into a higher group. Thus we are identifying the local average treatment efect on 

the hospitals that move into a higher rating category (Midit or Highit) due to the rounding 

mechanism. Even in our most saturated specifcation (column 4), we see that relative to 

44The supplemental material provides additional analyses that allay concerns that our results are particu-
larly sensitive to the choices made in structuring our estimation. For example, we provide alternative results 
with a narrower bandwidth, diferent defnitions of high and low rating groups, and more granular rating 
groups. We also examine the sensitivity of our results to potential violations of the exclusion restriction. 
Across these specifcations we fnd little qualitative change in our results. 
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Table 8: Ratings and Hospital Prices 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Price 
High Rating 0.0705∗ 

(0.0395) 
0.0819∗∗ 

(0.0372) 
0.0550∗ 

(0.0316) 
0.0710∗∗ 

(0.0347) 

Middle Rating 0.104∗∗∗ 

(0.0402) 
0.0722∗∗ 

(0.0310) 
0.0683∗∗∗ 

(0.0256) 
0.0501 
(0.0310) 

No Reviews -0.0139 
(0.0248) 

0.000542 
(0.0206) 

0.0385∗∗ 

(0.0196) 
0.0406∗ 

(0.0221) 

Fewer than 3 Reviews 0.00851 
(0.0249) 

0.00675 
(0.0197) 

0.0289∗ 

(0.0169) 
0.0265 
(0.0197) 

County Fixed Efects No Yes Yes Yes 
Hospital Fixed Efects No No Yes Yes 
Hospital Quality Measures No No No Yes 

Observations 11850 11780 11693 8061 
Kleinbergen-Paap LM Statistic 196.4 189.5 127.9 85.49 
Kleinbergen-Paap F Statistic 507.0 350.1 144.7 97.91 

Notes: All specifcations include a set of hospital and county level characteristics, along 
with year fxed efects. Additional fxed efects and controls are indicated in the respective 
columns. Robust standard errors clustered at the hospital level are in parentheses. The 
Kleinbergen-Paap L M and F statistics allow for non-i.i.d. errors. Stars indicate the 

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗following: p < 0.01. 
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low-rated hospitals, the average price for an inpatient stay is higher the following year at 

a high-rated hospital. Our point estimates, when rescaled based on the observed ratings 

among high versus low-rated hospitals, translate to around a 1.5% increase in prices for a 

half-star increase in ratings. 

We also estimate an increase in price for middle-rated hospitals, although the point es-

timate for this efect is imprecise and not signifcant at conventional levels (p-value=0.106). 

We conclude from this analysis that, for sufciently high ratings, hospitals are able to negoti-

ate price increases in subsequent periods. To be clear, these price increases capture the efect 

of a higher reported rating, and not an increase in underlying quality, as our identifcation 

strategy isolates the impact of a change in reported quality on price. 

Turning to the coefcient on the “no reviews” indicator, the results suggest a positive 

relationship between a hospital’s lack of online reviews and price. These estimates indicate 

that on this platform, no information is better than negative information. This is consistent 

with other fndings in the literature, which show that consumers may use ratings to avoid 

low quality in addition to actually seeking higher quality (Cabral and Hortacsu, 2010; Burkle 

and Keegan, 2015; Lu and Rui, 2018; Lantzy and Anderson, 2020). 

These results hold up to a bevy of alternative specifcations and robustness checks, 

which are detailed in the supplemental material. In short, we fnd qualitatively similar 

results even when we modify the minimum number of reviews required to be considered 

rated, use diferent rating groups and bandwidths, impose a balanced panel, and modify the 

covariates included. Our results are also commensurate with the existing literature. Even at 

the top end of our point estimates, the price efects from higher ratings are modest relative to 

other studies of hospital pricing. For example, Lin et al. (2020) fnds a 3 – 5 percent increase 
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in hospital prices after vertical integration. Lewis and Pfum (2017) fnds that hospitals 

acquired by out-of-market systems increase prices by around 17 percent, and that the prices 

of close competitors increase by approximately 8 percent. Other recent research on hospital 

mergers fnds much larger price efects. For example, Dafny (2009) fnds a one-time increase 

in price of 40 percent following the merger of nearby rivals, which is commensurate with the 

results found in various structural analyses of mergers (Capps et al., 2003; Gaynor and Vogt, 

2003). 

Reviewed in the context of the existing hospital pricing literature, our results are rea-

sonable. We would ex ante anticipate a smaller price efect from online reviews as compared 

to, e.g., hospital mergers. Our central takeaway from the results, however, is that higher 

online reviews do appear to translate into higher hospital prices. Even at relatively modest 

magnitudes, this fnding is important to help guide and understand potential efects of future 

transparency eforts from CMS and other agencies. 

6 Discussion 

This paper provides novel insights on the efects of online reviews on hospital choice. We 

fnd signifcant increases in willingness to travel for higher ratings for both labor and delivery 

and orthopedic surgery admissions. The magnitudes of these efects are commensurate with 

the existing literature and refect the nature of the respective procedure. The results lend 

further support to other studies that show that aggregate measures of quality and measures 

motivated by the patient perspective of care drive hospital choice (Dranove and Sfekas, 2008; 

Romley and Goldman, 2011; Pope, 2009; Chandra et al., 2016). 
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These fndings have important implications for policy eforts interested in improving 

information disclosure in health care markets. The results indicate that Yelp reviews may 

provide a more accessible way of understanding quality of care, provide new information, 

or some combination of these factors. Understanding the structure and substance of met-

rics that are relevant to health care decisions can help guide quality disclosure eforts and 

motivates research on other platforms, which will likely also be relevant to these decisions. 

Consistent with a standard Nash bargaining framework, our analysis also suggests that 

higher online reviews translate into higher hospital prices. The magnitude of this increase is 

relatively small compared to changes in market structure (e.g., mergers), but economically 

meaningful nonetheless. One policy implication of this analysis is that eforts to make hospi-

tal quality information more accessible may have the unintended consequence of facilitating 

price increases even for hospitals of similar underlying quality. 

Our fndings also highlight important outstanding questions surrounding the incentive 

structures in hospital markets. Given that online reviews afect choice, and therefore increase 

demand, hospitals face incentives to invest in dimensions of care that will bolster their ratings 

and subsequently increase their market shares. Existing research shows that non-clinical 

features such as bedside manner and amenities drive these reviews; therefore, whether or not 

prioritizing these features of care is benefcial depends on the extent to which investments 

in these dimensions improve the efciency of health care delivery. By further exploring 

this relationship, future research can advance our understanding of how various features of 

quality and its disclosure afect hospital markets which is pivotal to designing policy that 

fosters efciency in health care. 
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Appendix A Yelp Data 

We use the AHA Annual Survey database to match 2,935 hospitals to Yelp profles with 
reviews.45 For these hospitals, the name associated with the profle exactly matched the 
name listed in the AHA data. We then implemented the following process to ensure that the 
profles are associated with the correct hospital. We refer to these profle-hospital matches 
as “exact” matches. 

Appendix A.1 Data Cleaning 

(a) We eliminated any observations without an address on the Yelp profle because we 
need to match the address in the Yelp profle to the AHA data to ensure the profle is 
describing the proper hospital. This leaves a total of 2,904 observations. 

(b) We then reformatted the Yelp addresses to match the conventions used in the AHA 
data. For instance, ‘E’ for ‘East’, ‘St’ for ‘Street’, or ‘1st’ for ‘First’, which is what 
AHA uses for street, direction, and number abbreviations. 

(c) Next we parsed out the frst part of the string from both addresses. Most often this 
is the street number, but it can also be a word (i.e., the street name) if the number 
is missing. We implement this process again for the second and third words of the 
addresses. This creates six new variables, namely the frst, second, and third word or 
number for both addresses. 

We use these new variables to compare the addresses and keep those that match. At each of 
the following steps, we reviewed the observations selected to ensure that the addresses are 
matched as intended. 

(d) We kept 1,687 observations with exact address matches. This left 1,217 observations 
to be analyzed. 

(e) We then kept 333 observations where the frst three words of the addresses match, which 
handles cases where the address is the same but one has an additional directional term 
at the end of the address (i.e., SE for ‘South East’). 

(f) We added 240 more observations where the frst word matched along with a match 
between some combination of the second and third words. This allows us to keep 
observations where the street number matches, but one address states ‘South Main 
Street’ and the other is ‘Main Street’, for example. 

(g) We manually reviewed 258 observations with only matching street numbers or those 
with an ‘&’ or ‘and’ in the name. We inspected these manually because when the 
street number matches but the street does not, sometimes the hospital has its own 
street name that is connected to a larger street or highway. Additionally, the ‘&’ or 
‘and’ typically signifes a cross-street, where both addresses are likely describing the 
same hospital. 

45The data used in this paper were also used in McCarthy et al. (2020). 
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(h) Lastly, we manually reviewed observations with diferent street numbers but the same 
subsequent address information to ensure that we did not include doctor’s ofces lo-
cated in the same complex as the hospital. 

(i) We dropped any observations where none of the frst three words or numbers of the 
addresses matched. Any remaining observations were manually reviewed. 

Appendix A.2 Manual Review of Observations 

To manually review the remaining observations, we frst inspected the addresses to see if 
anything slipped through the sorting process. This includes observations where, for example, 
the AHA address was ‘Ridgeview Road’ and on Yelp it was ‘Ridge View Road.’ In cases 
with the same street number but diferent street name, we used Google Maps to determine 
whether or not they were referring to the same location. We examined any remaining profles 
using this process. Any addresses that did not refer to the same location were dropped. 

Appendix A.3 Approximate Matches 

Note that the process above referred to hospitals that were exact matches, meaning that the 
name in the AHA data and the name on Yelp matched precisely. However, the data also 
include hospital profles that had approximate matches to the AHA data. An approximate 
match is a hospital name that matches the Yelp profle with the exception of one word. We 
used the process outlined above on these data, but, there were very few relevant observations. 
Many of them referred instead to veterinary hospitals, hospital cafeterias, and physician 
practices. The analysis, therefore, does not use the approximate match data, but we mention 
it here to provide additional clarity on the data collection process. 

Appendix A.4 Evidence of Decision Makers Using Online Reviews 

For online reviews to afect hospital choice, health care decision makers must actually use 
this information. This is an important underlying assumption in this analysis. While we 
cannot ask the patients directly if they used online reviews, we can analyze the text of the 
review comments to determine if reviewers mention using reviews to inform their decisions. 
We do this by frst identifying all of the reviews that have the words “read” and/or “see” and 
any of the following words: review, rating, star, yelp, google.46 We fnd that nine percent 
of reviews meet this criteria. This search fnds reviews with comments like “Reading some 
of these reviews I was a little worried but I had an excellent experience.” However, it also 
identifes reviews such as “If I could give this place no stars I would. This is the worse place 
I have ever been to. ... I have never seen anything like this in my entire life.” This shows 
that the criteria here are relatively loose and may not limit the reviews to the sample of 
interest. We therefore apply a stricter set of criteria which requires the review to have a 
bigram (i.e. set of two words) from the following list: “read review”, “read yelp”, “read 
google”, “see rating”, “see review”, “see yelp”, “see google.” Using this approach, We fnd 

46I frst preprocess the review text to impose all lower-case text. 
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that one percent of the reviews meet this criteria. We read a sample of 50 of these reviews 
and found that each explicitly mentions consulting online reviews. 

Based on these fndings, we argue that between one and ten percent of persons on the 
Yelp platform considered online reviews in selecting a hospital, but this is not to say that 
only 10% of potential patients use this information. These criteria miss comments such as: 
“Hope this helps, I know I felt I couldn’t fnd a lot of reviews about it when I was looking,” 
which indicates that this person consulted the reviews, but the verbiage slips through the 
search criteria. It is also possible that a patient consults online reviews prior to her hospital 
visit and then either does not mention it in her review or does not review the hospital at 
all. We cannot measure the extent to which that occurs, but this exercise lends confdence 
to the idea that online reviews are relevant to the decision making process. 
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Appendix B Florida Data 

The Florida inpatient claims data contains the population of Florida inpatient stays over the 
sample period, i.e. 2012 through 2017. I limit the data to the respective procedure using 
the following processes. 

Appendix B.1 Labor and Delivery 

To identify labor admissions in each quarter, we frst limit the data to all claims that include 
a diagnosis code for “outcome of delivery” (Kuklina et al., 2008). In the ICD-9 diagnosis 
codes this is V27. , where the digit in place of the underscore identifes the number of babies 
and whether or not they were live or stillborn. The analogous ICD-10 code is Z37 . This 
keeps all admissions that include an outcome of delivery code. Then, we use procedure codes 
to limit the data to admissions with a normal delivery or cesarean section. For the ICD-9 
codes, these admissions consist of procedure codes 73.59, 74.0 and 74.1, and for ICD-10, 
the codes are 10E0XZZ, 10D00Z0, and 10D00Z1. 

Among labor and delivery patients, we limit the data to admissions for normal delivery 
or cesarean section paid for by Medicaid, Medicaid HMO, or private insurance. We include 
each of these payer types because, for one, the data do not indicate that any hospitals only 
accept private insurance for labor and delivery. This suggests that hospitals are likely not 
turning away Medicaid patients for this type of admission. Additionally, in 2014, Florida 
launched its new Medicaid program (titled Managed Medical Assistance, i.e. MMA) where 
it moved the majority of its Medicaid benefciaries to managed-care plans, as illustrated 
in Figure A2 (Alker and Hoadley, 2013). However, as Figure A2 as shows, the data still 
contain Medicaid fee-for-service (FFS) births in 2014 and after. This is because the FFS 
population comprises Medicaid recipients who are not included in MMA–either because they 
are not required to enroll or because they are members of an “Excluded” population. In the 
context of labor and delivery, recipients may be excluded from MMA because they are only 
eligible for family planning services or they are eligible for the Medically Needy program.47 

These institutional details indicate that while we should expect MMA to be the insurer for 
the majority of publicly funded births starting in 2014, there can still be births covered by 
Medicaid FFS after Florida overhauled its Medicaid program. 

Appendix B.2 Orthopedic Surgery 

The process to identify orthopedic surgery admissions is simpler. We limit the data to 
those observations for hip and knee replacement using the following diagnosis related group 
(DRG) codes: 469, 470, 461, 462, 466, 467, 468. We limit these data to Medicare 
fee-for-service patients. Summary statistics and additional information on these data are 
detailed in the main text. 

47Additional information on “Excluded,” “Voluntary,” and “Mandatory” populations is outlined here: 
https://ahca.myflorida.com/Medicaid/statewide_mc/pdf/mma/SMMC_MMA_Snapshot.pdf and https: 
//www.medicaid.gov/sites/default/files/2019-12/fl-amrp-16.pdf 
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Figure A2: Composition of Insurance Coverage by Quarter 
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Notes: The plot shows the proportion of patients covered by Medicaid Fee-for-
Service (FFS), Medicaid Managed Medical Assistance (MMA), and private insurance 
by quarter. The data cover labor and delivery admissions for 2012 through 2017. Due 
to a change in the structure of Florida’s Medicaid program in 2014, many patients 
who would otherwise be FFS patients shifted to MMA. 

Appendix C Community Detection for Hospital Mar-

kets 

Community detection (CD) relies on an adjacency matrix that indicates which zip codes go 
to common hospitals. This process begins by frst creating a bipartite matrix relating zip 
codes and hospitals. The matrix is comprised of zeros and ones, where one indicates that 
people from that zip code went to the corresponding hospital. Without further restrictions, 
this means that even if a hospital only serves a small number of patients from a given zip 
code, that hospital and zip code would be connected. Instead, we impose a minimum share 
value of 0.15, meaning that at least 15% of a hospital’s labor and delivery admissions must 
come from that zip code in order to be considered connected. This bipartite matrix is 
the basis for the unipartite adjacency matrix needed for CD. By multiplying the bipartite 
matrix by its transpose, We create the unipartite matrix, which is symmetric and indicates 
the number of hospitals that were selected by a sufcient portion of people in both zip codes. 
The community detection algorithms then use this unipartite matrix to identify the markets 
based on common hospitals between zip codes. Using the same unipartite matrix, we run 
multiple CD algorithms, but focus on one specifc market defnition for the main results. 
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Appendix D Support for Labor and Delivery Analysis 

This section contains the robustness checks and alternative specifcations for hospital choice 
in labor and delivery. We include modifcations to the main specifcation and assess the 
sensitivity of our results to alternative market defnitions. Taken together, these results lend 
support to the main results. 

Appendix D.1 Discrete Choice Results without Instrument 

The preferred specifcation uses an instrumental variable to produce consistent estimates of 
the efect of Yelp ratings on hospital choice. Hospital characteristics such as reputation, 
amenities, and other non-clinical aspects of care are likely to afect both Yelp star ratings 
and hospital choice, but in the absence of controls for these features, estimates without an 
instrument will sufer from omitted variable bias. For completeness, Table A9 presents the 
results corresponding to Equation 1, i.e., the specifcation that does not include the frst 
stage residuals in the estimation. These percentile rank coefcients are approximately twice 
as large as those in the main specifcation, driving larger willingness to travel estimates. The 
results in Table A9 are biased upward due to the potential correlation between star ratings 
and other non-clinical, unobserved (to the researcher) features that afect choice, whereas 
the instrumental variable results explicitly capture the efect of the star ratings, devoid of 
these underlying quality elements. 

Appendix D.2 Alternative Specifcations 

A common practice in analyses of hospital choice is to model utility as a function of difer-
ential distance, i.e., the distance between a patient’s home and a given hospital, minus the 
distance to the closest hospital in the choice set. Table A10 presents these results, which 
replaces the raw distance variable used in the main specifcation with the diferential distance 
measure. The results are unafected by this modifcation, which coincides with the fact that 
the majority of these patients have a hospital in (or very close to) their home zip code. 
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Table A9: Discrete Choice Model Results: No Instrument 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Percentile Rank 0.536*** 
(0.018) 

0.525*** 
(0.018) 

0.530*** 
(0.018) 

0.514*** 
(0.018) 

Not Rated 0.206*** 
(0.013) 

0.204*** 
(0.013) 

0.233*** 
(0.013) 

0.210*** 
(0.013) 

Distance -0.156*** 
(0.001) 

-0.145*** 
(0.010) 

-0.133*** 
(0.010) 

-0.154*** 
(0.011) 

Distance2 -0.001*** 
(0.000) 

-0.002*** 
(0.000) 

-0.001*** 
(0.000) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics 
× Clinical Quality 

X X 
X 

Willingness to Travel 1.42*** 
(0.043) 

1.391*** 
(0.043) 

1.429*** 
(0.044) 

1.333*** 
(0.043) 

Notes: The table presents the results corresponding to Equation 1, i.e., the specifcation without 
instrumenting for percentile rank. Each column includes all of the same covariates as Table 3, with 
the exception of the residuals used in the control function approach. All specifcations include a not 
rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, and distance. Interactions with individual 
characteristics are layered in as indicated. Standard errors on the willingness to travel measures are 
calculated using the Delta Method. Statistical signifcance is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 
0.05, *** p < 0.01. 

Table A10: Discrete Choice Model Results: Diferential Distance 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Percentile Rank 0.2809*** 
(0.0706) 

0.2663*** 
(0.0721) 

0.2812*** 
(0.0730) 

0.3061*** 
(0.0736) 

Not Rated 0.0565 
(0.0421) 

0.0528 
(0.0430) 

0.0855* 
(0.0441) 

0.0866* 
(0.0445) 

Diferential Distance -0.1558*** 
(0.0005) 

-0.1739*** 
(0.0088) 

-0.1597*** 
(0.0089) 

-0.1809*** 
(0.0091) 

Diferential Distance2 -0.0003 
(0.0005) 

-0.0008* 
(0.0005) 

-0.0001 
(0.0005) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics 
× Clinical Quality 

X X 
X 

Willingness to Travel 0.662*** 
(0.166) 

0.611*** 
(0.165) 

0.656*** 
(0.170) 

0.680*** 
(0.163) 

Notes: The table presents the results corresponding to Equation 5a, but replaces any distance variable with 
the diferential distance, i.e., the distance to a given hospital minus the distance to the closest hospital in the 
patient’s choice set. Each column includes all of the same covariates as Table 3. All specifcations include 
a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, and distance. Interactions with individual 
characteristics are layered in as indicated. Standard errors on the willingness to travel measures are calculated 

60using the Delta Method. Statistical signifcance is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 



Appendix D.3 Sensitivity to Market Defnition 

Recall that the main specifcation uses community detection based markets with the addi-
tional restriction that any hospital in a patient’s choice set must be within a 30 mile radius. I 
assess the robustness of the main results to the selected market defnition using various com-
munity detection algorithms and FIPS codes, along with various radii around the patient’s 
home zip code. 

Figure A3 presents the willingness to travel estimates for the most saturated specifcation 
across various market defnitions. The main result is approximately centered among the 
alternative results. The “Fast Greedy”, “Info Map”, “Label Prop”, “Louvain”, and “Walk 
Trap” markets are all based on the corresponding community detection algorithms, and 
overall, these results with these market defnitions lend further support for to the conclusions 
of the main results. Note that for most of the community detection methods, the estimates 
are larger when I layer in the 30-mile restriction compared to the same market with the 40 or 
50 mile restriction. This appears to be driven by the fact that, on average, as I expand the 
radius, there are more markets where only a small percent (less than 20%) of the hospitals 
in the market are rated. In contrast to the community detection markets, the radius based 
markets fnd null efects. This is not surprising given that this broad market defnition may 
not necessarily refect the set of hospitals from which expectant mothers are likely to choose. 
Overall, the estimates in Figure A3 demonstrate that the results are robust to various market 
defnitions, with the arguably reasonable caveat that the markets must refect patient fows.48 

48Note that I do not estimate the model using HSA markets because those are based on Medicare patient 
fows and represent a fundamentally diferent patient population than the patients seeking care for labor and 
delivery. Similarly, HRR Code market defnitions are based on tertiary care, which is likely not refective of 
the referral patterns for labor and delivery. These boundaries can also cross state lines, but my admissions 
are limited to patients living in and admitted to hospitals in Florida. For these reasons, I concentrate on 
the hospital market defnitions from the community detection methods. 
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Figure A3: WTT Estimates across Market Defnitions 

Fastgreedy Infomap Louvain WalktrapMarket FIPS Code Label Prop Radius 

50Max. Distance 30 40 

Main ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain Result 

0 1 2 
Willingness to Travel Estimate 

Notes: The main results use the market defnitions produced by the Louvain community detection method. 
The “Radius” markets include all of the hospitals within the respective mile radius around the patient’s home 
zip code. FIPS Code markets are based on county FIPS codes with an added distance radius restriction as 
indicated. All other market defnitions come from community detection methods. 
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Appendix E Support for Orthopedic Surgery Analysis 

This section contains the robustness checks and alternative specifcations that we conduct 
for the orthopedic surgery analysis. We present results with alternative market defnitions 
and modifcations of the main specifcation. The results coincide with the main results, 
bolstering the overarching conclusion. 

Appendix E.1 Discrete Choice Results without Instrument 

Recall that the preferred specifcation relies on an instrumental variable to deal with the 
potential endogeneity in the relationship between hospital Yelp ratings and hospital choice. 
Table A11, however, presents the results corresponding to Equation 1, i.e., the specifcation 
that does not include the frst stage residuals in the estimation. The coefcients on the 
percentile rank are smaller than that of the main specifcation, resulting in smaller willingness 
to travel estimates. 

Table A11: Discrete Choice Model Results: No Instrument 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Percentile Rank 0.2749*** 
(0.0233) 

0.3082*** 
(0.0236) 

0.2757*** 
(0.0236) 

0.2788*** 
(0.0236) 

Not Rated 0.0733*** 
(0.0170) 

0.0968*** 
(0.0172) 

0.0766*** 
(0.0172) 

0.0773*** 
(0.0172) 

Distance -0.1172*** 
(0.0005) 

0.0080 
(0.0119) 

-0.0026 
(0.0121) 

-0.0029 
(0.0121) 

Distance2 -0.0007*** 
(0.0002) 

-0.0006*** 
(0.0002) 

-0.0006*** 
(0.0002) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics 
× Clinical Quality 

X X 
X 

Willingness to Travel 0.860*** 
(0.073) 

0.824 
(0.063) 

0.735 
(0.063) 

0.743 
(0.063) 

Notes: The table presents the results corresponding to Equation 1, i.e., the specifcation without instru-
menting for percentile rank. Each column includes all of the same covariates as Table 5, with the exception 
of the residuals. All specifcations include a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, 
and distance. Interactions with individual characteristics are layered in as indicated. Standard errors on the 
willingness to travel measures are calculated using the Delta Method. Statistical signifcance is indicated as 
follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 

Appendix E.2 Alternative Specifcations 

One potential concern about the main specifcation is that online reviews at the end of 
quarter t − 1 may not be useful to patients going in for surgery early in quarter t. We 
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therefore conduct a supplemental analysis where hospital choice at time t is based on the 
percentile rank of a hospital’s Yelp rating in t − 2. The results are presented in Table A12 
and fnd efects that are largely similar to the main results, particularly in the most saturated 
specifcation. 

Table A12: Discrete Choice Model Results: Percentile Rank in t − 2 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Percentile Rank 1.9622*** 
(0.0996) 

1.9995*** 
(0.1004) 

1.9612*** 
(0.1005) 

1.6851*** 
(0.1008) 

Not Rated 1.0213*** 
(0.0571) 

1.0445*** 
(0.0576) 

1.0214*** 
(0.0577) 

0.8623*** 
(0.0578) 

Distance -0.1172*** 
(0.0005) 

0.0050 
(0.0119) 

-0.0040 
(0.0121) 

-0.0028 
(0.0121) 

Distance2 -0.0006*** 
(0.0002) 

-0.0006*** 
(0.0002) 

-0.0006*** 
(0.0002) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics 
× Clinical Quality 

X X 
X 

Willingness to Travel 6.126*** 
(0.312) 

5.313*** 
(0.267) 

5.197*** 
(0.266) 

4.463*** 
(0.267) 

Notes: The table presents the results corresponding to Equation 5a, i.e., but replaces percentile rank in 
t − 1 with percentile rank in t − 2. Analogously, the frst stage includes an indicator for being rounded up in 
t − 2 instead of t − 1. Each column includes all of the same covariates as Table 5. All specifcations include 
a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, and distance. Interactions with individual 
characteristics are layered in as indicated. Standard errors on the willingness to travel measures are calculated 
using the Delta Method. Statistical signifcance is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 

While the main results include the centroid distance between a patient’s home and 
a given hospital, another possible way to measure this variable is the diferential distance 
between a given hospital and the distance to the closest hospital available to the patient. 
Table A13 presents these estimates where we replace the raw distance variable used in 
the main specifcation with the diferential distance measure. The results are similar to 
the main specifcation, particularly when controlling for other hospital characteristics and 
clinical quality. 
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Table A13: Discrete Choice Model Results: Diferential Distance 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Percentile Rank 2.0888*** 
(0.1116) 

2.1517*** 
(0.1123) 

2.1097*** 
(0.1125) 

1.7063*** 
(0.1120) 

Not Rated 1.1448*** 
(0.0666) 

1.1873*** 
(0.0670) 

1.1619*** 
(0.0671) 

0.9203*** 
(0.0668) 

Diferential Distance -0.1171*** 
(0.0005) 

0.0228** 
(0.0105) 

0.0125 
(0.0109) 

0.0139 
(0.0109) 

Diferential Distance2 -0.0011*** 
(0.0002) 

-0.0010*** 
(0.0002) 

-0.0010*** 
(0.0002) 

Interactions with Individual Characteristics 
× Distance Variables X X X 
× Hospital Characteristics 
× Clinical Quality 

X X 
X 

Willingness to Travel 6.543*** 
(0.351) 

5.735*** 
(0.300) 

5.604*** 
(0.300) 

4.542*** 
(0.298) 

Notes: The table presents the results corresponding to Equation 5a, but replaces any distance variable with 
the diferential distance, i.e., the distance to a given hospital minus the distance to the closest hospital in the 
patient’s choice set. Each column includes all of the same covariates as Table 5. All specifcations include 
a not rated indicator, hospital characteristics, hospital quality, and distance. Interactions with individual 
characteristics are layered in as indicated. Standard errors on the willingness to travel measures are calculated 
using the Delta Method. Statistical signifcance is indicated as follows: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 

Appendix E.3 Sensitivity to Market Defnition 

The main specifcation for orthopedic surgery uses community detection based markets with 
the additional restriction that any hospital in a patient’s choice set must be within a 100 mile 
radius. Figure A4 presents the willingness to travel estimate for the main results relative 
to various additional estimates based on market defnition using other community detection 
algorithms, FIPS codes, HSAs, and various radii around the patient’s home zip code. 

The main result is at the higher end of the alternative estimates, but among other 
comparable markets, the estimates are reasonable. The radius and Fast Greedy markets are 
the most comparable to the sample sizes for the main specifcation, whereas the FIPS code, 
Infomap, and Walktrap markets, each result in sample sizes that are about 50% smaller than 
the sample used for the main results. Each of these approaches produces much more granular 
markets than are applicable to this setting, and upon layering in additional limitations to 
ensure that there are sufcient hospitals on Yelp in a given market, we are left with a sample 
that is likely not a representative subset of admissions. Similarly, the HSA market estimates 
have much smaller sample sizes, and when compounded with the additional restrictions 
necessary to analyze the efect of star ratings on choice, the sample is limited to no more 
than 14,000 admissions.49 This consists of only four markets, namely Jacksonville, Tampa, 

49Note that the HRR Code market defnitions are based on tertiary care, which is likely not refective of 
the referral patterns for secondary care, such as orthopedic surgery. Additionally, these boundaries can cross 
state lines, but my admissions are limited to patients living in and admitted to hospitals in Florida. Of the 
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St. Petersburg, and West Palm Beach. Results with this market defnition, therefore, are 
not comparable with the main results, and instead provide an estimate of how these star 
ratings afect a subset of urban markets. 

Figure A4: WTT Estimates across Market Defnitions 

40 60 80 100Max. Distance 

Fastgreedy HSA Code Louvain WalktrapMarket FIPS Code Infomap Radius 

Sample Size 25000 50000 75000 100000 

Main ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain ResultMain Result 

0 2 4 6 8 
Willingness to Travel Estimate 

Notes: The main results uses the Louvain market defnition. The “Mile Radius” markets include all of the 
hospitals within the respective mile radius around the patient’s home zip code. 

Appendix F Support for Price Analysis 

The following subsections provide the supporting material for our analysis of the relationship 
between online reviews and hospital prices. 

Appendix F.1 Summary Statistics 

Table A14 presents the summary statistics for the data used for the price analysis. 

existing market defnitions, HSA codes are theoretically better-suited for this analysis. 
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Table A14: Summary Statistics 

Mean St. Dev. 5th %tile 95th %tile 
Price 9,340 3,970 3,794 16,908 

Number of Reviews 18 33 1 78 
Year-End Rating 2.9 1.1 1 5 

Total Beds 234 205 45 627 
Government .13 .34 0 1 
Non-Proft .65 .48 0 1 
System .71 .45 0 1 
Total Physicians 32 92 0 132 
Total Nurses 441 480 68 1,335 
Total Discharges 10,275 10,008 1,192 29,370 
Total Medicaid Discharges 1,276 1,908 45 4,615 
Cost per Discharge 24,760 12,093 12,896 43,949 
Major Teaching Hospital .071 .26 0 1 
Any Teaching Hospital .48 .5 0 1 
Population 850,936 1721390 25,311 4242997 
Unemployment 6.3 2.3 3.4 11 
Poverty Rate 16 5.5 7.3 26 
Uninsured 14 5.8 5.5 24 
Median Income 53,018 14,103 35,165 81,992 
Case Mix Index 1.5 .25 1.1 1.9 
30-Day Mortality (Heart Failure) 12 1.6 9.4 15 
30-Day Readmission Rate (Heart Failure) 23 2.1 20 26 
30-Day Mortality (Pneumonia) 13 2.9 9.5 19 
30-Day Readmission Rate (Pneumonia) 18 1.6 15 20 
30-Day Mortality (AMI) 15 1.5 12 17 
30-Day Readmission Rate (AMI) 18 1.6 16 21 

Notes: The frst panel presents the defated hospital price measure, followed by Yelp 
review data, and then hospital and county characteristics, and hospital quality metrics. 
Variables that range from zero to one are indicators. “Major Teaching Hospital” indicates 
hospitals that are members of the Council of Teaching Hospital of the Association of 
American Medical Colleges. “Any Teaching Hospital” indicates hospitals that satisfy a 
broader defnition of teaching hospital (i.e. residency training approval, medical school 
afliation, etc.). 

Appendix F.2 Instrument Construction 

Figures A5a and A5b show the distribution of the average rating around the middle and high 
thresholds, respectively. Figure A5a contains some spikes but appears to be more uniformly 
distributed than Figure A5b. The distribution in Figure A5b is particularly dense at 3.67 
and 3.75, which is likely because a hospital can have an aggregate rating of 3.67 with just 
3 total reviews and 3.75 with just 4 reviews. The uniformity of the distribution shown 
in Figure A5a is plausibly driven by the fact that hospitals in the bandwidth around the 
middle threshold have nearly twice as many reviews as the hospitals situated around the 
high threshold. 
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Figure A5: Distribution of the Average Rating at Each Threshold 
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Notes: The fgures are limited to the observations within the 0.15 bandwidth around the respective thresh-
old. The threshold is indicated by the vertical dotted line. 

Appendix F.2.1 Manipulation of the Rating 

Given the potential for higher ratings to afect hospital choice and ultimately increase prices, 
hospitals face incentives to manipulate their reviews to improve their ratings. If hospitals 
behave in such a way, this would invalidate our estimation strategy because the underlying 
assumption that rounding is exogenous would be violated. In this subsection, we examine 
the details of the platform and further analyze our data to address this concern. 

We frst consider the rules and restrictions that Yelp has in place to prevent businesses 
from manipulating the reviews on their profles. One way that hospitals may attempt to 
afect their online presence is by deleting reviews; however, Yelp does not allow businesses to 
remove reviews from their profles. If a business believes that a review violates Yelp’s content 
guidelines, they (or any other user on the site) may report the review.50 If it is determined 
that the review is in fact a violation of the guidelines, then it will be removed. This feature of 
the platform suggests that it is unlikely that hospitals are able to precisely manipulate their 
ratings simply by eliminating negative reviews. Another possibility would be for hospitals 
to counteract negative reviews by either soliciting fattering reviews from patients or posting 
fraudulent positive reviews; however, Yelp is adamant that business owners should not solicit 
reviews from their customers due to the obvious confict of interest.51 

Further, one of Yelp’s most boasted characteristics is its proprietary recommendation 
software, which systematically applies a set of quality standards to reviews and does not 
allow the business or Yelp employees to override the output of the software.52 The software 
takes into account a variety of aspects about both the reviewer and the review content when 

50See https://www.yelp.com/guidelines for more details. 
51Yelp’s policy on soliciting reviews is outlined here: 
https://www.yelp-support.com/article/Don-t-Ask-for-Reviews. 
52Information on this policy can be found here: 
https://www.yelp-support.com/article/Does-Yelp-allow-employees-to-manually-override-the-

recommendation-software. 
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determining whether or not to recommend a review.53 These institutional details suggest 
that while business owners may attempt to manipulate their ratings, there are numerous 
policies and limitations that make doing so efectively rather complicated. 

Nonetheless, in order to ensure that this does not occur in our data, we investigate 
the hospitals that fall around the threshold. If hospitals cannot delete reviews, their only 
option is to attempt to get positive reviews past the recommendation software. To assess 
this possibility, we analyzed the ratings of hospitals that fell within the 0.15 bandwidth at 
some point during our study period. Of the hospitals in the bandwidth around the high 
rated threshold (3.75), nearly 60 percent of the hospitals were rounded down, i.e., had a 
cumulative average of less than 3.75. Analogously, for the hospitals around the middle rated 
threshold (2.75), 47 percent of the hospitals had a cumulative average less than 2.75, meaning 
that they were rounded down. If hospitals were attempting to manipulate their aggregate 
rating, we would expect to see a clear majority of the hospitals in the bandwidth above the 
threshold, but that is not the case. 

Further, if hospitals are exhibiting this behavior in a way that would invalidate our 
results, then we would expect to see high reviews submitted to bolster a low average rating. 
For example, if a hospital received n reviews in a given year, and its cumulative average with 
n − 1 reviews was low, we would expect that hospital’s n-th review to exceed the existing 
cumulative average. We examine this possibility in Figure A6, which plots the diference 
between the fnal rating a hospital received in a given year and the cumulative average up 
until that point. The mean values for high and middle rated hospitals are shown by the 
circles and triangles, respectively. The interval lines represent one standard deviation. If 
hospitals were posting positive reviews to counteract a lower aggregate rating, we would 
expect to see these point estimates consistently fall above the dashed line at zero. However, 
that does not appear to be the case around either of the rating thresholds. 

Lastly, there does not seem to be any apparent clustering to the right of either threshold, 
which would possibly be evidence of manipulation. To explore this possibility more formally, 
we present density tests around each threshold using the methodology presented in Cattaneo 
et al. (2018). The results of the density tests are refected in Figures A7a and A7b. Both 
show statistical evidence of sorting; however, this result seems to be driven by the mass of 
hospitals that have an average rating exactly at the threshold. Recall that with as few as 
four reviews, the average rating can be exactly equal to the threshold value. For instance, 
58% (68%) of the observations with the average rating equal to 2.75 (3.75) have exactly 
four reviews. Apparent jumps in the density of the ratings may therefore be a mechanical 
byproduct of the rounding. Indeed, when we consider the same density test but require 
a minimum of fve reviews to be considered a “rated” hospital, in which case we fnd no 
statistical evidence of sorting at either threshold.54 

The data and institutional details of the Yelp platform therefore suggest that hospitals 
cannot precisely manipulate their ratings. This supports the underlying assumption that 
being rounded into a higher rating is exogenous and is not afected by unobserved hospital 

53This source outlines Yelp’s practices regarding review recommendation: 
https://www.yelp-support.com/article/Why-would-a-review-not-be-recommended. 
54We present the results of our analysis that correspond to this restriction, along with higher review count 

requirements. The point estimates are higher and remain signifcant, indicating that selective sorting is not 
infating our results. 
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Figure A6: Diference between Last Rating and Prior Cumulative Average for Rounded 
Hospitals 
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Notes: The points represent the mean value for the diference, and the interval lines represent one standard 
deviation. 

characteristics that also afect prices. 

Appendix F.3 Covariate Balance 

Lastly, to test the assumption that hospitals on either side of each threshold are comparable 
with the exception of their rounding status, we present the covariate balance for the obser-
vations within the bandwidth around the middle and high thresholds (Austin, 2009; Stuart, 
2010; Austin, 2011; Zhang et al., 2019). Figure A8 shows the balance for hospitals rounded 
into high versus middle (circles) and hospitals rounded up to middle versus low (triangles). 
The majority of the covariates show no discernible diference, and for the two covariates 
that fall outside of the 0.10 bandwidth, the diferences are less than 0.15. This further sup-
ports the assertion that observations on either side of the threshold are comparable with the 
exception of their rounding status. In the context of our estimation, this ameliorates the 
concern that our results could be driven by other hospital characteristics that happen to be 
more prevalent in hospitals that were rounded up into a higher rating category. 
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Figure A7: Manipulation Tests at the Middle and High Thresholds 
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Notes: The graph depicts the density tests presented in Cattaneo et al. (2018). The x-axis shows the 
average rating for a hospital at year-end. The density estimates are on the y-axis. The light green bars show 
the histogram of the average ratings. The bandwidth is 0.15. At the middle threshold there is evidence 
of sorting (p-value is 0.0418). We reach the same conclusion for the hospitals around the high threshold 
(p-value is < 0.0000). Note that at the high threshold, the point estimates are not contained in the shaded 
confdence interval. Upon further inspection, this appears to be driven by the density of hospitals that have 
an average of 3.67; when we require hospitals to have more reviews the point estimates are contained in the 
confdence intervals. Lastly, note that the confdence intervals are not always symmetric around the point 
estimates. Cattaneo et al. (2018) states that their test uses robust bias-corrected methods which causes the 
asymmetric confdence intervals. 
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Figure A8: Covariate Balance Plot of Hospitals around High and Middle 
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Notes: The standardized mean diferences between hospitals above the high threshold (3.75) and those 
below it, are shown with circles. The standardized mean diferences between hospitals that fall above the 
middle threshold (2.75) and below it are represented by triangles. In either group, the observations under 
consideration are those within the 0.15 bandwidth around the threshold. The covariates analyzed here are 
defned in the discussion of Table A14. The symbol ∗ denotes variables that are shown per capita. 

Appendix F.4 First Stage and Reduced Form Results 

Tables A15 and A16 present our frst stage and reduced form results, respectively. Each 
table presents the results of four specifcations. The baseline specifcation includes a set of 
covariates that control for hospital and county level characteristics, along with year fxed 
efects.55 County and hospital fxed efects along with hospital quality measures are then 
added across the specifcations as indicated in the tables. 

To investigate the validity of the instruments, we frst discuss the frst stage results 
shown in Table A15, which are based on the frst stage equations presented in the main text. 
The frst panel in Table A15 summarizes the relationship between the high rating and being 
rounded into high and middle, followed by the second panel which shows the relationship 
between the middle rating group and the two rounding instruments. As one would expect, 
there is a strong positive relationship between being rounded into the high group and a 
high rating, and a strong negative relationship with the high rating and being rounded into 
middle. The analogous relationship holds when we consider the middle rating group as the 
outcome. It is clear that the expected relationship between the rounding instruments and 
the corresponding endogenous variables is quite strong. 

To understand the connection between our instruments and our outcome of interest, we 

55Note that we include this specifcation because we lose variation in ratings over time once we condition 
on a hospital fxed efect. Further, the instrument should account for any endogeneity, meaning that a 
hospital fxed efect is not necessary for identifcation. 
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Table A15: First Stage Results 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Panel (A) 
High Rating 
Rounded into High 0.875∗∗∗ 

(0.0107) 
0.831∗∗∗ 

(0.0202) 
0.755∗∗∗ 

(0.0344) 
0.748∗∗∗ 

(0.0377) 

Rounded into Middle -0.112∗∗∗ 

(0.00957) 
-0.0917∗∗∗ 

(0.0102) 
-0.0641∗∗∗ 

(0.0119) 
-0.0808∗∗∗ 

(0.0161) 

Panel (B) 
Middle Rating 
Rounded into High -0.384∗∗∗ 

(0.0152) 
-0.399∗∗∗ 

(0.0209) 
-0.584∗∗∗ 

(0.0370) 
-0.588∗∗∗ 

(0.0402) 

Rounded into Middle 0.628∗∗∗ 

(0.0146) 
0.604∗∗∗ 

(0.0192) 
0.522∗∗∗ 

(0.0286) 
0.536∗∗∗ 

(0.0344) 

County Fixed Efects No Yes Yes Yes 
Hospital Fixed Efects No No Yes Yes 
Hospital Quality Measures No No No Yes 

Notes: Panel (A) shows the regression where the outcome of interest is an indicator 
for having a high rating, and the independent variables of interest are the indicators for 
being rounded into middle and high. Panel (B) shows a diferent regression where the 
outcome of interest instead is an indicator for having a middle rating, but the independent 
variables are unchanged. All specifcations include a set of hospital and county level 
characteristics, along with year fxed efects. Additional fxed efects and controls are 
indicated in the respective columns and apply to both panels. Robust standard errors 

∗clustered at the hospital level are in parentheses. Stars indicate the following: p < 0.1, 
∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. 
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Table A16: Reduced Form Results of Rounding Instrument 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Price 
Rounded into High 0.0219 

(0.0280) 
0.0395 
(0.0258) 

0.00144 
(0.0158) 

0.0230 
(0.0154) 

Rounded into Middle 0.0575∗∗ 

(0.0230) 
0.0363∗∗ 

(0.0173) 
0.0324∗∗∗ 

(0.0123) 
0.0214 
(0.0150) 

County Fixed Efects No Yes Yes Yes 
Hospital Fixed Efects No No Yes Yes 
Hospital Quality Measures No No No Yes 

F-test of Coefcients (p-value) 0.0353 0.0394 0.0318 0.128 

Notes: All specifcations include a set of hospital and county level characteristics, 
along with year fxed efects. Additional fxed efects and controls are indicated in 
the respective columns. Robust standard errors clustered at the hospital level are 
in parentheses. The F-test results show the p-values for the joint signifcance of the 

∗coefcients on the two variables shown in the table. Stars indicate the following: 
p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. 

present the reduced form results—i.e., the regression of price on the instruments—in Table 
A16. The four specifcations shown in the table are analogous to those discussed above: each 
includes hospital and county characteristics and year fxed efects, with additional controls 
indicated in the respective column. From Table A16, we see that there is a weak but positive 
relationship between the “rounded into high” instrument and price. Additionally, across all 
specifcations, there is a positive relationship between the “rounded into middle” instrument 
and price, which is highly signifcant until the most saturated specifcation. The F-test of 
the coefcients shows that the instruments are jointly signifcant at conventional levels for 
the frst three specifcations. 

Appendix F.5 Alternative Specifcations 

We expand on our main results—namely column (4) of main results table—with a series of 
alternative specifcations and sensitivity analyses, including diferent bandwidths to defne 
the instrument, increases in the minimum number of ratings required to be considered a 
“rated” hospital, and diferent threshold values for defning middle and high rated hospitals. 
Figure A9 presents the coefcient estimates on the high and middle rating groups, along 
with the “no reviews” variable for these specifcations. They are shown in tandem with 
our main results, which are presented in blue and are indicated in the row “Main.” The 
specifcation corresponding to a given point estimate is indicated with a black circle in the 
“Specifcations” panel, and the relevant minimum number of reviews is similarly identifed 
in the “Min. Reviews” panel below. The following subsections detail each of the alternative 
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specifcations presented in Figure A9. 

Appendix F.5.1 Minimum Number of Reviews 

Our baseline results require a hospital to have a minimum of 3 reviews to be included in 
a rating group, but we also consider alternative minimum numbers of reviews. These are 
indicated in the “Min. Reviews” panel in Figure A9, where the minimum value ranges from 
4 to 10. We also include one specifcation that sets the minimum number to zero, meaning 
that any rated hospital is included in the low, middle, and high groups, thereby eliminating 
the “too few” designation. These results coincide with the main specifcation. 

We include each of these estimates to show how the informational value of the rating 
is afected by the number of ratings that comprise it. For example, a review of 4.5 stars 
based on 10 reviews may ofer a stronger signal than that of a 4.5 rating based on just 3 
reviews. The results shown here indicate that this may be the case. The point estimates 
on the high and middle groups exceed that of the main specifcation when the minimum 
number of reviews is 6 or above. While the confdence intervals on these are relatively wide, 
they indicate that the returns to a higher rating may be heightened by a larger number of 
reviews, particularly for the high rated group. 

We also present results where we weight the estimation by the number of reviews (the 
“Weighted” specifcation), again with a minimum of 3 reviews to be considered “rated.” As 
with the prior specifcation, the goal here is to accommodate the idea that the number of 
reviews may be informative in addition to the rating itself. While the coefcient on middle 
rating is smaller and less precise than the main result, the coefcient on high rating is quite 
similar to that of the main specifcation. 

Appendix F.5.2 Diferent Rating Groups and Bandwidths 

The “Diferent Thresholds” specifcation changes the defnition of a high rating to hospitals 
that have 4.5 or 5 stars (instead of 4, 4.5, or 5 stars), and the middle rating to hospitals 
that have 3.5 or 4 stars (instead of 3 or 3.5 stars), with low rated hospitals having 3 stars 
or fewer. The goal is to test the sensitivity of our results to our defnitions of the rating 
groups. For fewer numbers of minimum reviews, these estimates are lower than the main 
results, and estimates are larger with an increased number of minimum reviews. This is again 
consistent with the idea that the number of reviews may act as a proxy for the informational 
value of the observed rating. We estimate another set of results with more granular rating 
groups than in our preferred specifcation. While the narrowly defned rating groups ofer 
less precise estimates, they align with the conclusions of our main results.56 Lastly, we 
include the “Bandwidth” specifcation, which changes the 0.15 bandwidth used throughout 
the paper to 0.1. The results are robust to this change, fnding slightly higher, statistically 
signifcant point estimates for each coefcient of interest. 

56These results are available upon request. 
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Figure A9: Alternative Specifcations 

Notes: The fgure shows the coefcients for our variables of interest for our main specifcation (indicator for 
“Main”) in conjunction with the results for various alternative specifcations. The “Specifcation” panel sig-
nifes which approach is used, and the “Min. Reviews” panel corresponds to the number of reviews required 
in that specifcation for a hospital to be considered rated. “Diferent Thresholds” changes the defnition of 
a high rating to 4.5 or 5 stars, a middle rating to 3.5 or 4 stars, and a low rating to 3 stars and below. 
“Weighted” weights the regression by the number of reviews that hospital received. The “Bandwidth” spec-
ifcation changes the bandwidth from 0.15 to 0.10. “Balanced Panel” imposes a balanced panel, eliminating 
the hospitals that do not appear in the data entire sample period. “No Outcome Covariates” drops any 
covariates that may be outcomes for ratings such as stafng and discharge values. The fnal two specifcation 
include the average rating as a covariate and the fnal specifcation also includes an indicator for whether or 
not the hospital is in the 0.15 bandwidth. 
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Appendix F.5.3 Balanced Panel 

Next we turn to the “Balanced Panel” results. In our main results, we do not impose a 
balanced panel, and as such, we make this imposition here to ensure our results are not 
particularly sensitive to that choice. Hospitals may not appear in all periods due to mergers, 
acquisitions, and closures, or because of outlier prices in some years. We see that in the case 
of a balanced panel, the coefcients are nearly identical to those of the main results. 

Appendix F.5.4 Average Rating 

The “Average Rating” specifcation simply modifes our main results by including the average 
rating as a covariate. Recall that the ratings that appear on Yelp are discrete signals of 
quality, based on the continuous, underlying average rating. Further, our analysis estimates 
the change in price as a result of an improved quality signal, conditioning on underlying 
quality—not a change in quality itself. Thus we include the average rating as a covariate 
here to capture any additional underlying quality that is not controlled for in the existing 
covariates. As shown in Figure A9, our results are unchanged by including this covariate. 
We further this specifcation by including an indicator to control for hospitals that fall within 
the bandwidth (titled “Avg. Rating + BW Indicator”). Here, the results at the high group 
are largely unchanged, and for the middle rating group, the efect remains positive but is 
smaller and statistically insignifcant. 

Appendix F.5.5 Included Covariates 

Our preferred specifcation captures several observable hospital characteristics that may di-
rectly afect prices; however, some of these variables may also be afected by patient demand 
(and thus potentially afected by quality ratings). Therefore, in the “No Outcome Covari-
ates” section of Figure A9, we drop covariates that may themselves be outcomes of the 
ratings. Such variables include the number of physicians and nurses, along with Medicare 
discharges and total discharges. The results are quite similar in light of the omission of these 
variables. 

Appendix F.6 Sensitivity Analyses and Falsifcation 

We consider the sensitivity of our estimates presented in the main text to several potential 
concerns. First, we note that we are able to precisely reject underidentifcation and reject the 
null hypothesis of weak instruments.57 Second, following the work on “plausible exogeneity” 
in Conley et al. (2012), we show that our results are robust to mild violations of the exclusion 
restriction. We also show that our estimates are robust to the presence of outliers, which 
are known to be a potentially severe problem in IV estimates (Freue et al., 2013). Each of 
these results are available upon request. 

Several falsifcation tests also lend confdence to our results. These results are available 
upon request. To summarize, we consider future clinical quality measures and lagged prices 

57The Kleibergen-Paap LM statistic shown in main result is 85.49 and has a p-value of < 0.000. In the 
presence of cluster-robust standard errors, the test for weak identifcation is the Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F 
statistic, the value of which is is 97.91. 
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as outcomes and fnd no evidence of a relationship between those variables and our rating 
categories. This tends to support our estimates as revealing a true underlying efect of higher 
ratings rather than a simple correlation between online reviews, clinical quality, and prices. 
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